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AB 'TRACT 
This paper is a working guide to methods and associated data for 
es tima ting loading on affshore structures due to waves and ourrents~ 
Its prir.1c:1 ry coitce rn is wi u; existing practice in which the formula 
known as Morison' s equation is extensively used but some attention i.s 
given to diffraction theory methods now quite widely adopted for large 
monolithic types of structure and a section on the influence of marine 
roughness on loading is included. 
Regarding Morison's equation, a comprehensive review of published data 
on the relevant coefficients is presented, stressing the considerable 
uncertainties which still exist in some areas but offering advice on 
the best values to be used in the light of current knowledge, 
systematically do~umented by references to t he corresponding data sources. 
Other important questions discusse d include selection of appropriate 
wave theories and associated particle kinema.tics,. the effects on fluid 
loading of proximity and inclinatton of structural members and the 
special problems of estima ting impact or 'slamming' forces. 
The sect i on on diffraction theory analysis discusses the interpretation 
of the results for both fixed and moving bodies and problems of practical 
application. It also reviews published information on both analytical 
and numerical solutions including comments on reliability and experimental 
validation and tabular summaries of the capabilities of ~n extensive 
range of methods and computer programs already available. 
In discussing marine roughness recent published data indicating the 
substantial effects which it can have on drag coefficients in both waves 
and currents are reviewed and advice is given on how these should be 
ef, timuted. 
J\ genera l cor:clusion of the paper is that although data on fluid loading 
available in the literature is very plentiful the r e are still many 
serious uncertaintites and gaps in knowl.edge. It is therefore important 
that re::,earch should c.r.1nti~ue with emphasis on the need for more re].jable 
data from large scale Gtructures in the real environment. 
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ES'['U.lA'i'lO [',f 0 1•' b'LUlD LOJ\ llU , 
ON OFF HORfo.~ STRUC'i'URE;S 
1. I NTRODUCTION 
This paper is intended as-a critical working guide to methods and 
a ssociatec data for estimating fluid loading on offshore structures . Its main 
concern i s with exist ing pract ice in which the formula known as Morison ' s 
equation (reference 1. 1; see also section 2) is most extensively used , but 
some attention is given to diffraction the ory methods now quite wide ly 
ado pted for large monolithic type:::. of structure . A section is also included 
which discus ses the relevance of some recent resear ch at NMI on the 
influence of marine roughness on fluid loading . 
Morison ' s equation is a formula for esti~ating fluid forces which assumes 
that they can ce divided into two independent components, one in phase with 
velocity known .s~ the drag force and the other in phase with acceleration known 
as the inertia force . The forrr.ula estimates the magnitude of these force 
componenfs by invoking two parameters known respect_ively as the drag 
coefficient (CD) and the inertia coefficient (CM) the values of which must be 
chosen mainly on the basis of empirical data . The use · of the formula is 
extensively docurnEnted in the literature and there is. no shortage of published 
data for determining the coefficients. Unfortunately , in spite of this wide 
experience , there are still very serious conflicts and uncertainties regarding 
the reliability of the method and associated data . 
The situation is reviewed. in detail in reference 1. 2 which disc-..1.sses 
the validity of various methods of estimation in terms of three key 
parameters ; these are the Reynolds number ( R ) serving as a criterion of e 
scale effect on drag; the Keule gan-Carpen ter number (NK) which is a meas ure 
of the relative importance of dra~ and inertia forces (1.3); and the ratio 
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of s t ructure diamet er, ( or equivalent dimension) to wave length, which defines 
limits beyond which .Morison ' s equation should be superseded by methods ba~,ed 
on diffraction theory. A salient conclusion of this discussion is that t 11u 
scale effects on drag, which are very large , coupled with the shortage of 
reliqble full-seal~ drag data in waves are a major source of uncertainty in 
t he use of Moris on 's equat ion. 
In the case of l ar ge structures designed for operation in the deep and 
exceptionally rough waters of the North Sea , the cost of uncertainty in 
estimation of the sea conditions and re sulting loads can be very high and the 
reference 1. 2 makes a number of recommendat ions for re5earch aimed at 
i mproving rel iability. In this r eference 1. 2 it is argued that , in t he 
long term, more basic research is ne eded with emphasis on large scale 
experiments, but in the short term it is rec ommended that "a critical 
evaluation of existing data, on wave force c.oefficients should be undertaken 
so that designers can be given the best advice_ possible on the basis of 
present knowledge ". Long term basic research including large scale experiments 
is now in hand at NMI and is referred to late r in the 
paper. The short term recommendation has been fulfilled by completion of 
an investigation with the title "A Critical Evaluation of the Data on Wave 
Force Coefficients", 1.4, carried out by the British Ship Re search 
Association in consultation with NMI, the findings of which are summarised 
in the next section of this paper, 
A crucial feature of the BSRA investigation 1.4 is that it reviews a 
very wide range of published data on wave force coefficient s , systematically 
documented with tabulated value s of the key p~rameters mentioned above, 
and discusses reliability and application to practical 
s true tures . From this material a summary is dis tilled which .indicates in a 




the corre s ponding value? of Keuleean--Carpenter number and Reynolds number·. 
It must of course be emphasised that commen t s on reliability must nC C'c')S ar ily 
be subjective but , in the BSRh review (1 . 4), care is taken to expl in the 
criteria of assessment and to cite the source material so that readers can 
form their own opinions . 
In presenting this summary it is noted that for some classes of 
structure involving components with section dimensions which are 
large relative to wavelength , such as gravity platforms , it may be necessary 
t ·o use methods based on diffraction t heory for estimating wave loads . A 
section reviewing the availability of such methods and discussing pra.ct ic?.l 
aspects of their use is therefore included in this paper . This begins with ,,-
a very brief explanation. of the physical .basis of the methods and their 
relation to Morison ' s equation citing references to fuller accounts in the 
literature . The emphasis ho~ever is on working guidance , asse ssment of 
r eliability and interpretation of results . 
A computer program for cal~ulating wave loads by diffraction theory, 
develope~ and experimentally validated at NMI , has been available through a 
number of commercial computer bureaux for some' time and has been extensively 
used by the offshore industry as reported in references (1.5) to (1.8). The 
authors have thus been able to draw on a wide range cf practical experience 
in compiling t his s ection of t he paper . 
· Regarding validation of the method·, the work at NMI showed good agreement 
between theory and the results of model tests ( 1. 7 ) and a number of references 
are cited reporting similar findings by other investigators . In particular , good 
agreement was found in experiments at the Hydraulics Research Station (3 . 29) 
in random multidirectional waves . 
Experience of usine the computer proe;ram for design studies han sho~r. 
the importanqe of underst anding the relation of the r esult s derived by 
liffrac tion thc0ry to the predic tions of inertia f orce given by Moriu on•~ 




output . The practical implica tions of this point and th~ poss ibilitie s thus 
offered for substantial saving in computer costs are discus.,cd in the 
paper. These include combined use of diffrac tion theory and Morison ' s 
equation for analysing some types of structure and ways of interpreting the 
results to obtain the maximum of useful informa tion from the minimum number 
of computer runs. It will be noted for example that basic dat a on inertia 
coefficients for a wide range of shapes typify{ng actual structura l compo.nents 
can be accumulated as a by-product of diffraction theory computations and 
reference will be made to sources of data obtained in this way . Brief 
reference will also be made to recent work at NMI (1.8 and 1.9) using a 
modified version of _the diffraction theory program to inves tigate the 
dynamics of _moored platforms in waves. 
As noted earlier, there is also some basic research in progress at NMI 
on the use of Morison ' s equation which has included some work on the 
influence of marin~ roughness . A detailed account of some of this has been 
published in a separate paper ( 1. 10) but a short section is included here 
discussing the practical implications of the more significant r esults so far 
available . Extensive tests with smooth and rough cylinders both ·in steady 
flow in wind tunnels and more recently in waves in one of the 1TI~I ship tar.ks 
have proviied strong evidence that roughness of a degree to be expected 
on actual North Sea structures can cause large increases in drag coefficient 
at high Reynolds number. 
A number of other relevant investigations , sponsored by the Tupartment of 
Energy, are being conducted at NMI and ot~er laboratories for which, at the 
time of writing, results have not yet been published A review of progress 
in the overall programme of research may be found in reference 1.11. This 
includes an account of a major large scale experiment in the sea at Chri s tchurch 
Bay which s hould make an impocta nt contribution to improveme nt in the 
r·el i.ability of wave loadine estimate:::i . A se l cc tLve re view of othe r itcrn :; of 
· I 
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the programme may be found in reference 1.1 2. The paper concludes with the . 
SU8°c...'- ~t.ion that in future more emphasis s hould be placed on collection of 
full-scale data from structure s &.t sea . 
2. REVIEW OF MOR ISON ' S EQUATION AND WAVE FORCE COEFFICIENTS 
· As stated in the Introduction, the equation generally used for 
esfimating the wave loads on offshore structures is based upon the work of 
Morison -et al ( 2 .1 ~), 
F = ½P CD A uiul + 2. 1 
In this equation it is assumed that the fluid f orces on a fixed body in an uns
teady 
,.-
flow are given by the linear superposition of a drag force , -dependent upon 
the square of the velocity (u2) ·and acting on the projected frontal area , 
A, and an inertia force , dependent upon· the accelerat_ion (~~) and the 
J volumetric displacement, V. Several studies have shown that the mathematical 
form of this equation is satisfactory but a particular difficulty in using 
i t in the design of offshore structures has been the choice, from a wide 
r ange of publ ished values, of the empirical coefficients ~ and CD appropria
te 
to both the structure and its design sea-states . It is the aim of this 
section to provide advice on this choice , based upon an appraisal of 
current literature (references 2 . 1 to 2. 26 and summarised in table 2.1), with 
an 
indication of the reliability which may be attributed to the values sugges ted .
 
It is emphasised, however , that there is wide scatter in published 
values of CM and CD and consequently the ' average ' values suggested 
( figure 2.1) are seen as the best estimates availab l e in a situation of 
corn; i.cle rablc uncertainty . 
Mo s t of the l iterature on wav8 force coefficients (table 2.1) has be en 
cunr, ~t'm: wLth the horizonta l wav e f orc: ·u on circul a r cylinders tha t are verti
cal 
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and pierce the fr ee surface . In this particular case equation 2 . 1 t akes the 
origina l form suggeste d by Morison : 
+ 2 . 2 
where F' is the force per unit length on a cylinder of ·diame ter D and 
U .is the hori zontal component of the water particle veloc ity. In this 
section the main concern is with the cases where the inertia forc es and the 
drag forces are of comparable magnitude . This is the regime in which the 
Morison equation is generally assumed to be applicab l e and it is defined as 
that regime for which the diameter of the cylinder is le ss than ab~ut 2ofo 
of the wavelength (D/A ~ 0. 2). I t corresponds to the physical assumption 
that the values of velocity and acceleration are sensibly constant over 
distances equal to the member diameter, which is generally the case , for exampl e , 
for me·mbers of steel jacket structures. For forces on large structures , 
where D/?'- > 0. 2, a diffraction theory should be t.:.sed ( see section 3). 
2.1 Drag Forces 
I n steady flow, the d-rag coefficient, CD' has been found to be well 
correlated with the flow Reynolds number, R, as documented, for example , i n 
e 
references 2. 27 to 2.29. For the circular cylinder i n steady flow tnere 
are several flow regimes characterised largely by the behaviour of the flow 
in the wake and by the positions of boundary layer separation. In steady flow 
over smooth cylinders, these regimes may be distinguished by the flow 
Reynolds numbers as shown in figure 2.2 and as listed below. 
R < 2x105 
e '"" 
Subcritica l regime, laminar separation, 
wide wake, CD= 1.2. 
Critica l r eg ime , chane-e from l amina r to 
turb ul e nt sepa ra tion as Re increase ~ 




R ~ 5x10 • 
e 
R ~ 5x106 
e 
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Supercritical regime , turbulent 
separation, wo.ke wi_clenine and CD i nc r eas ing 
with increas ing Re. 
Postcritical r egime , turbulent 
separation , const a nt CD~ o.6-0.7 
(Roshko terms .this Transcritical ( 2. 29 )). 
The ~ublis hed values of drag coefficients in waves show an overal l trend 
wit h Reynolds number which i s broadly similar to that found in steacl.y row where 
CD decreases conside rably with Reynolds numbe r ove r the. approximate range 
10'1 R 10
6 
' e < • Al though there are, there fore, good grounds for r etaining the 
Reynolds number a s a relevan t flo~ variab le, great care must be taken if steady 
flow r e sults are applied to wave flows. In particular the flow close to the 
cy linde r is like ly to be strcngly influenced by two specific flow pher.omena not 
µrese nt in s~e a dy flow, 
(i) the water particle motions are orbital, 
and (i i) the oscillatory nature of the flow causes the 'wake ' of the cylinder 
·to be swept back and forth over the cylinder. 
The process of transitior, frcm laminar to turbulent flow, upon which the 
cr itical cho.nges in flow characteristics depend, is itself likely to depend 
on the above features. In steady flow the general effects of free stre a m 
turbulence and surface roughness are to reduce the critical Reynolds number 
below that found for smooth cylinders in smooth e·xt e rnal flows. Recent work on 
rough cylinde rs in p~anar oscillatory flow by Sarpkaya (2.20) and in waves at 
NMI (LJ.11) have shown that the overall effects are similar in oscillEt.t.ory flow 
~u t ha ve ~lso emphasised the nee d for caution in ap~lying either steady flow 
or- planar oscillatory flow results to waves. 
In figure 2 .1 which gives s ug~es t ed values for CM and CD, the Reynold s 
numh11r r a nees are approxima t e a nd are ba::;e d on rc s ul t s for both stea dy a nd 
O'.;c i.1 Jato r·y flow c oncl i tions . The fi eu rc abo s hows the influence of the 
KP 11l, 1_:: u1 --C:u ·pe ntcr n tunbt~t·, whi. ch o.:s ~; hown i.n apµenr li. x l i~; a meas ur·e o f the 
j 
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2 . 2 Inertia Forces 
Inertia forces in general are due to the relative accelaration 
betwee n a body and a fluid . Th~ prese nt section is conce rned only with 
members of fixed structures having diameters small enough for wave scattering 
to be neglected and for the ambient acce l eration to be assumed uniform ove r 
the diameter . Inertia forc es in this case .may be related to t he 
acceleration of the ambient fluid by means of the inertia coefficient 
indicated in equation 2. 1. In se ction 3. 1 it is shown that CM may be 
determined theoretica lly by application of diffraction analysis methods for 
waves assumed long in relation to diameter . Reference material for value s 
derived in this and other theoret ical ways is cited in section 3. 
Consideration- is given in section 3. 4. 2 to the interpretation ·of inertia 
and diffraction forces in the more general case of moving structures . 
as 
Theoretical analysis as discussed in section 3, howev.er, is strictly 
only applicable to an ideal , inviscid fluid ; viscosity and other real fluid 
effects encountered in practice in wave motion , such as interact'ion 
between drag and inertia forces in oscillatory flow , can lead to uncertainties 
in t _he value of CM and it need not necessarily be equal to the potential 
flow value . Generally it is found that when there are interaction effects , 
CM v~lues for cylinders are less than the theoretical potential flow value 
of 2. 0 . 
2. 3 Wave Considerations 
Published wave force coefficient values obtained from any one 
experiment have generally been derived using a particular wave theory in 
association with a particular data analysis technique and are thus a function 
of the procedures used . Therefore , in suggesting values for th~se 
coefficients from an overall apprai sal of ma ny experiments , it is not 
appropriate to associate them with any one theory . It is suggested tha t a w&.ve 
theory appropria t e t o the wave concli.tions beinc considered, such as wave 
s t •• ; pflu:;:, ( If/ A) .:tnrl water depth t o wave l enet h r n.tio (d/A), should be U £C • 
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Gui1l2. nce on the choice of wav theo ry i s di s cL: ssed briefly later, and more 
f u l l y by De an in refe;ence ( 2 . 30 ). It is worth mentioning here th.:it there are 
t wo ma in approaches adopted when designing structures to withst and. 
1·iave forc.es . The firs t is the ' design wave ' approach which designs agair1st 
the possibility of s tructur a l f ailure when experienc i ng a single la~ge wave . 
The second, part.icularly relevant to the pers i stently harsh wave climate of 
the North Sea, .considers the possibility of fatigue failure due to the 
accumulated damage of r epeated cyclic loadings . The design wave approach is 
generally drag dominated, at least for relatively small diameter members , 
whereas in the fatigue approach drag and inertia are approximately comparable 
and the interaction effects mentioned earlier may consequently be of 
importance . Methods for estimating the loading spectra, based upon spectral 
descriptions of the waves have been developed , for example , by Borgman (2 . 31 , 
2. 32) and are discussed in deta.il by Wiee;e l (2. 33). 
2. 4 Published CD and CM values 
Those papers in the literature survey which contained explicit 
data for the wave force coefficients are summarised in table 2. 1. In each 
case the coefficients were obtained in the original study by particular 
methods of data analysis and in association with particular wave theories . 
If these values are considered for direct application to another situation 
then it should preferably not be significantly different to that of the 
original experiment . In such cases the reliability will be similar to that 
wnich is quoted for the experiments and which is summarised in table 2.1. 
The ~ave force coefficient values in table 2. 1 are qualified with 
r espect to both Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter nwnber . These two 
para.meters were chosen on the basis of dynamic similari.t y ( dimensional 
.:in;;.lysis ) and from a study of the literature; they were cons idered to be 
Lhe best a vnilnble parame ters with which to define the wa ve force 
cu,.; ffl c ic r1L;_; for spec ified condition;_; . Some r ecent exµc ciment s by S;trpkay:..t. 




oscillatory flow in~ U- tube apparatus , led him to the conclusion t hat CM 
and CD in these flow conditions are defini tely functions of Reynolds nu!.!'oer 
and Keul egan-Carpenter nwnber . There are, however, other effec ts in the 
real sea situation, such a ,... orbital motion of the fluid particles and 
irregularity of the seawaves , which are not taken into account by the· ·above 
two parameters . 
Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter numbe r are based upon a representative 
water particle veloci ty whi ch must be calculated from a suitable wave theory , 
The value normally chosen is the amplitude of the orbit velocity norma.l to 
the axis of the cylinder , UM, in the case of the Keulegan-Carpenter number 
and usually abo in the case of Reynolds number . The calculated orbital 
velocity is dependent on the wave theory· selected and the velocity varies 
·bot h with the depth below the surface and with position in the wave. If the 
variation of the force coefficients with depth below the water surface is 
not to be considered then it is suggested that the above two paramete r s 
should be calculated using the maximum horizonta l velocity at the still 
water level. This is the. approach used in table 2. 1 unless otherwise stated. 
In discussing drag forces it has already been noted that , in steady 
flow, the Reynolds number. is well established as · a correlation parameter 
for CD and provides boundaries for fairly well- defined regimes . Published 
CD data for oscilla.tory f l ow shows a general trend with Reynolds nurnber 
similar to that for ste ady flow, but the boundaries between the regimes 
and the associated fluid behaviour are not yet so clearly establ ished . In 
presenting the CD data for oscillatory flow in fjgure 2. 1, it is convenient 
to refer to three regimes similar to those defined for steady flow ; these 
are ' subcritical ', ' critical ' and ' pos tcritical '. The pos tcritical regime , 
f or the purposen of thi s study, has been considered to embrace the 
sup ·rcl'i ti. c.:i.l ancl postcritical regimen of the steady flow cane . This i s 
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be cause the published ,CD values for oscillatory flow at the se Reynolds 
numbers do not show simi la.r behaviour to steady flowj they exhi.bi t a l arge 
scatter ,but there is a trend tow.s rds a constant mean value indepe ndent of 
Reynolds number once the uncertain critical region is passed . It should be 
emph2.s ised that these regimes are not well defined expe rimentally . They 
have been chosen for convenience in discussion and classification of the 
published wave force coefficients and their reliability, but they are , 
however, based on available literature. 
The Keulegan-Carpenter number represents the relative importance of 
drag over inertia 
( see appendix I). 
forces and can be shown to be proportional to their ratio 
UM T 
In the form NK z -D- it is strictly only ~pplicable to 
simple harmonic flow . and in the complex flows of non-linear sea waves its 
definition is somewhat. arbitrary. On the basis that the significant 
forces are exerted in the surface region (tipping moments are even rnQre strongly 
weighted towards the surface) the definition of NK for wave flows is 
usually based upon the maximum velocity at the st~ll water level~ Using 
1 . th h ( ) n:H · d 1near wave eory t is can be expressed see appendix I as NK • D- in eep water. 
Theory and experiment indicate that the drag force dominates in Morison ' s 
equation at high Keulega.n-Carpenter number values, and that the inertia , 
force dominates at low values; there are intermediate values a.t which the 
drag and inertia forces· attain similar magnitudes . Thus three Keule gan-
Carpenter number regimes naturally arise as indicated in figure 2.1. The 
flow behaviour at the intermediate Keulegan-Carpenter numbers is very complex 
and. uncertain, and as this regime is also that inwhich transition from drae; 
to inertia domin2.nce takes place, it has been termed the "critical regime " 
in figure 2 .1. 
The flow in the port ion of the cycle when maximum for ce:: a.re expe r i e nce: cl 
c1.'.:y rn pto ti ca lly approaches ste a1ly, 'vi scous ' flow a~i - ),, 00 
oo tL·ttt i . .-LL fl ow n~; NK -i,.Q . In the firs t ca~;c (NK -i,. 00 ) tht.: rn:~xir1 111 ·· f ,,rr ;,~ .; occ 11r· 








acceleration . The iptermediate tcunda ries of the three regime s are not 
preci se and ha ve been chosen for convenience in the discussion and 
classification of the published wave for(.e coefficients and their reliability . 
It is , howE· ver , stressec. thE>.t the values presented in fig . 2 . 1 are based upon 
the avai lable informctt_ion . 
Clearly , the accuracy of evaluation of wave force coefficients is not 
independent of the loading regime in which the experiment was conducted . Data 
predominantly comprising drat forces enables accurate evaluation of . cD but 
not CM and vice versa . Dean ( 2. 34 ) recently presented a detailed analysis 
of the influer.ce of lea.ding r egime on the uncertainties in CD and CM which 
showed that the large scatter in published coefficients could, at least 
partially, be attr ibut ed to lack of discrimination in the selection of suitable 
data for each particular ccefficient . BSRA (1.4) have also _presented 
calculations , based upon linear wave U1f:0ry an9- a somewhat simpler analy ,;is 
t han Dean 's, which emphasise the importance of Ke~legan-Carpenter number not 
only as a measure of the relative importance of drag and inertia ( and t hus CD 
and CM ) but also as a parameter which influences the scatter in CD and CM. 
Some re sul t s of this approach are presented in appendix II; they demonstrate 
the above points and also show the influence of the r atio of CD to CM" 
2.5 Discuss ion of Suggested Wave Force Coefficient Value s Given in 
Figure 2. 1 
The wave force coefficient values discussed below are mainly 
concerned with the horizontal wave forces on vertica l, circular cyl inde r s which 
are isolated and pierce the free surface . This is due to a l ack of 
available data for o-:her type s of structure and other conditions. In 
particular , there · is very li ttle l aboratory scale data for horizontal 
cylinders in waves and , t o the authors ' knowledee , no publis hed f ull scale 
data a t a ll. Also the effect of rouehness in wave conditions has received 
vur·y li.tLle cori:,irleration in the liter.::i.turt:? ( see section 4). 
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, As stated in its ,caption, figure 2. 1 is a swnmary of sugges t ed va lues 
of and ' Derived fr om the Lite~ature ' and car e h&s been t ;iken t 0 
ensure that all the advice given is supported ·by data in published sources 
available at thE, time of writing . Suggestions based on unpublished work are 
not included partly because it i s considered important that' reade r s s hould 
be ab l e to form their own opinions about the value s cited and partly because 
t he interpretation of unpublished data may often be revised before pub l ication . 
The authors are however very conscious that r esearch is a continuing process 
and that the literature is expanding r apidly . They therefore empha si ze very 
s trongly that the contents of figure 2.1 must be r egarded as subject to 
continuing revision in the light of new informati on . 
,,-
2. 5. 1 'Box' 1 
There is a considerable body of data for the subcritica l 
·Reynolds number regime, but there is some uncertainty in applying model values , 
obt·ained in idealized controllf?d cunditions, to practical sea conditions . In 
any case it is unlikely that this order of Reynolds number NOUld be considered 
in de sign calculations but the coefficients are included in figure 2.1 for 
completeness . The wave force coefficient values suggesteJ are those of 
Keulegan and Carpenter ( 2.11) shown in figure 2.3. The-se r esults were 
obtained in 1-dimensional oscillatory flow as were the alinost identical 
I 
.r esults of Sarpkaya (2.19). Susbielles et al ( 2.23) used the value s r eproduced 
in figure 2.3 to calculate local wave forces on a vertical pile and obtained 
agreement with measured forc es to within 1o%. 
Both jn the s e experiments (2.11, 2.23) and, more recently, in wave 
experiments at NMI (2.39) the agreement between measured force s and values 
calcula ted from the Mori son equation is generally good except near Keul eGan-
Ca rµent e r m:mbers of about 10 to 15. This crit ical behnviour i s assoc i;i.t ecl with 
15 -
large changes in the, coefficients , as shown in figure 2. 3, and ':Ii th the 
formatio n of strong vortice r. . Conrcque ntly the er ro r~, a rl uncc tai n ti c:~~ in 
this r egion of Keule gan-Carpenter numbe r are large . 
2. 5 . 2 ' Boxes ' 2 and 3 
In the critical Reynolds number r egime , publi shE:-d dat a exhibit · 
considerable scatter which cannot be resolved f r om a study of the literature , 
Several sets of data fall partly in the regime but i t is not possjble to 
identify precisely the Keulegan-Carpenter numbers associat ed wi th all of 
the se , · The scatter in CD values obtained in waves , as shown for example in 
the data presentations of references 2 , 5 and 2 . 25 , is very l arge and thus ther
e 
is a great deal of uncertainty in deciding on whc.t values should be used . It 
-
is sugge sted that a reduction in the CD value from 1, 2 to 0.6 be assumed as 
the Reynolds number increases wit hin the regime from about 5x10
4 to 5x105• 
This proposal is based on the data presentnt ions of references 2.1, 2.1 7 
and 2. 20. The C M 
value of 1.5, suggested in figure 2,1, is based on values 
given i.n the references cited , . though at Keulegan-Carpenter numbers greater 
than about 25 the value of CM is of diminishing impor tance as drag then 
becomes increasingly dominant . It should be noted that Sarpkaya ( 2. 20 ) found 
from his experiment s in simple harmonic flow that within this Reynolds numbe r 
regime CM is, in general, an increasing function of Reynolds number and a 
decreasing function of Keulegan-Carpenter number; no such functional 
relati011ships have been found i n waves . 
The reliability in total and local wave forces calculated using the values 
suggested in "boxes " 2 and 3 in figure 2.1 cannot be assessed rigorous ly 
and in general errors of the order of 100'fo or more ~r~ poH ~ibl~ . 
In v iew of the very wide sca tter of the forc e coeff icients in this 
Reyr:olds number ree ime attention s hould be dra wn to the use of a s t a t ist ic;,1. l 
apr, roach in wh i.c h di. s tc i.bution::.i r thc r tha n s in t_;1e f ixc cl va lut::i of forco 
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co.::fficients a re used to estimate loadin i:i; probabilities . Such an approach 
· has been de .,cribed in det ai l in a paper by Bret schne ider (2. 2) in which it 
application has been illustrated in a reanalysis of the data of 
Wiegel et al ( 2. 25 ). Such a probabilistic approach needs to be considered 
toge ther with the des ign philosophy adopted, as discussed in section 2. 8 . 
2.5.3 ·'Box' 4 
The majority of the data from the Gulf of Mexico ( 2.1, 2.5, 2. 8 , 
2 . 24) fall in the postcritica l Reynolds nwnber regime at high Keulegan- . 
Carpenter numbers and a mean CD value of o.6 was generally obtained by 
all analysts of this data. This value was also obtained in t~e Bass Straits 
experiment (2.12) in which measurements of wave particle vel~city were made 
and from which it was concluded that, at high Reynolds number, CD is 
independent of Reynolds number . Rance (2.17) found CD= 0.6 at high 
Reynolds number and high Keulegan-Carpenter number in his pulsating water 
channel experiments . Also, as mentioned. earlier, at high Keulegan-Carpenter 
nwnbers the -fluid motion around the cylinder is ' quasi-steady ' and 
consequently, at postcritical .Reynolds numbers, drag coefficients ·are 
expected to be close to those of steady flow, which are in the range of 
about O. 6 to O. 7. A constant value of CD = O. 6 is ,therefore suggested. for 
this regime. The CM value suggested is 1.5 which is based on values 
given in the references, though at high Keulegan-C~rpenter number CM is 
of little significance because drag is then dominant . 
It is apparent from the data analyses used in references 2.1, 2.5, 2. 8 
and 2.24 that the estimation of the total wave forces, integrated over the 
total depth of a member, is far more reliable than that of the local force s . 
Examples are given in these references in which local force maxima , 
calcul ;i,ted us ing avero.ee value s of coefficient s , differ by more than 50'jo 






f or the calculated fpr ce s int egrated along the member , the agreemen t i s much 
be tt er and often within 1o%. · Agreement is a l s o good be twee n mc.:i.sured t o t a l 
forces and calculated total forces at various points within a '.-iave cyc l e , 
us ing constant CM and CD values, No measurements of fluid motion were 
made in these experiment s , The dist ributions of acceler a tion and ve l oci t y 
needed for determining CM and CD had. therefore to be calculated by 
indirect methods from the measured surface elevation histories. This -fact 
may well account for much of the scatter in the data . 
Allowing for different procedures and conditions to those used and 
expe rienced in the above references , a subject i ve reliability of 2o% i s 
cons ider ed to be conservat i ve for the case of the total (vertica lly 
integrated), hori zontal force, with much larger :errors, of 5o% or more , 
possible f_or local forces. 
In discussing data for postcritical Reynolds numbers mention must al s o 
be made of the recent laborat ory experiments by Sarpkaya using simple 
harmonic oscillatory flow in a U-tube apparatus ( 2. 20, 2. 62 ). At Reynolds 
6 
numbers around 1.5 x 10 and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers greater than 20 , the 
drag coefficient, CD' was found to be between 0.6 and 0.65 ( 2.62). In 
assessing the significance of results from experiments in planar 
oscillatory flow it is important to appreciate that, despite the agreement 
with postcritical steady flow and some wave experimen~s, rectilinear 
oscillatory motion is not a complete modelling of the orbital motion or of 
the directional and spectral properties of the flow in sea waves experienced 
by offshore structures. 
2. 5. 4 ' Box' 5 
For lower values of the Keulegan-Carpen ter nwnber, the situat i nn 
i a fa r l e~s ce rtain than in 'Box ' 4, due to a lack of available da ta anu the 
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import ance of the inertia forc e in th is r ee ime . It is suggested that 
In CD= 0. 6 and CM= 1.5 be used , but higher values mRy be encount er.;d . 
view of the lack of data, the reliability is considerably less than that 
for high Keulegan-Carpenter numbers . 
2. 5. 5 'Box ' 6 
For large diameter cyl_inders , for which the Keulegan-Carpenter 
:tumber is low and diffraction effects are negligible (diamete r/wavelength 
~ 0. 2), there are several laboratory model tests (2. 3, 2. 6, 2. 9, 2.1 0, 
2. 22 ) from which a value of CM= 2.0 is suggested for design purposes , with 
the drag force regarded as negligible . The la.rgest difference between 
measured and calculated total forces in the literature, using this value, is 
-about 2CY{o but generally agreement between calculated and measured force for 
both l9cal and total forces is excellent . The scale effect in applying 
these resµlts to full size conditions is likely to be less severe than for 
drag dominated regimes as the effects of Reynolds numbers at these Keulegan- · 
Carpenter numbers are expected to oe much less marked . 
2;6 Other Factors Influencing Wave Force Coefficient Values 
The wave force coefficient values suggested in figure 2.1 are 
limited to the horizontal wave forces on smooth , vertical , 
circular cylinders that are isolated and pierce the free surface , though it 
is suggested that , in the absence of specific data , they should be considered 
as applicable to horizontal submerged cylinders as well . Other physical 
factors likely to influence the coefficients cannot be considered in such 
detail owing to lack of published information. Surface roughness is an 
exceptional cas_e and is di scussed separately ·in Section 4i otherwise only 




2 . 6. 1 Varia ti on wit h Phase in the Wave Cycle 
Low Reynolds number r esults ( 2 . 11) suggest that wave .rorce 
coefficients depart significantly from a mean value over a wave cycle only 
near Keulegan-Carpenter numbers of 15. Several results ( 2. 5 , 2. 11 , 2. 12, 2. 14, 
~. 18 , 2. 19, 2. 26 , 2. 39 ) sug-ge st that use of cons t ant mean values , in general , 
will not result in errors any greater than those shown in figure 2.1. 
2 . 6. 2 Variation with Wave Height , Wave Period and Depth Below 
Surface 
There is a trend for CD to decrease with increasing wave 
he i ght and period at all depths below the surface ( 2.5)'. Pierson and 
Holmes ( 2.35 ) suggest that variation in wave force coeffi cients with depth 
below the surface is significant, though results from the Gulf data ( 2. 5) 
suggest CD is more or le ss constant with poss ibly smaller values near the 
surface ; CM appears to increase significantly towards the surface . These 
variations are not understood well enough to suggest values which alter with 
depth . It can be pointed out, however, that the wave he ight , wave period, 
water depth and depth below the surface influence t he choice of coefficients 
via· both the wave theory chosen and the choice of repre sentat ive velocity 
for evaluating Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter number. 
2.6.3 ~ffect s of neighbouring cylinders and finite l ength 
The flow over groups of cylinders in which the cylinders are 
not far apart is quite different fr om the flow past individual cylinders in 
isolation. Consequent ly the forces on a structure are not , in general, equal 
to the sum of the force s which would be exerted on its constituent members 
in isolation. In add_it ion , most values of CD and CM quoted are for 
cylinders which are long in comparison with their diameter but it is well 
known (2 . 36 ) that for short cylinders CD is reduced , at least in steady 
flow ::; . 
C()rrunon pr·acti ce in ste .:uly flow calculations ( 2. 37) is to allow f or 
j 
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Experimental studies of proximity effects ( 2. 27 .,nc! ,'.5? 
• 
) indi.cate 
thnt drag can also be increased for some flow direc tions . For exampl'c (2. Jtq , 
the CD values found in towing t es ts on a six-column array of vertical 
cylinders varied up to 0.7 at high Reynolds number and between 0.2 and 1.5 at 
low Reynolds number depending upon cylinder position and flow or ient ation. 
I n this work the cylinders were in two lines of .3, the lines being 4.7 
diameters apart and the cylinders only 2.2 diameters apart al ong the line. 
In tests on 3 x 3 arrays with 3 diameter spacings much smaller variations were 
found both in steady flow (wind tunnel) experiments at NMI .(1.11) and in oscillatory 
flow (pulsating water tunnel) at HRS. Both these studies indicated that the 
t otal load on the array var.ied relatively slightly (- 2o%) with orientation and 
that the use of shielding factors was inappropriate for indivjdual cylinders 
unless the flow direction was accurately known. Towing tests on model semi-
submersibles at Glasgow University have ;, ur:r:e .r;tei ~hat , when cylinders are 
a ligned with the flow the use of shielding factors is appropriate (see 2.37 ·nvl -., _.- '.; :·or 
typical values). 
For cylinders spaced normal to the flow (2.40) there seems to be no 
effect on CD unless the centre to centre spacing (s) is less than two 
diameters . Boiler tube experiences, however, suggest that even at these 
spacings there can be serious dynamic problems which could be relevant to 
conductor tube arrays. 
There seems to be no published data on flow interference in waves . 
There are, however, several obvious ground rules as far as drag is concerned : 
(1) If the cylinders are spaced further apart than half the 
wave height and the water is reasonably deep with no current, 
CD i s probably unaffected since the wake of any cylinder can, 
at most, be of the order H/2 in len~th. 
( 2) If the Keulcgan-Cnrpc nt cr nwnber is laree the; n stcarly flow 
C0 vnl11c .. mCLy be u::::ed . If the cylinJ.
er unckr' con:;iclPcri.tion i ::i 
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shie l ded for bo th flow directions ( fore and aft ) and is sufficiently 
c l o''e t o tho8e sh i el ding i t , s t e.::idy fl ow shie l d ing f .:i.ctors may 
ten tative ly be assumed but only for restricted flow directions . In 
gener a l the appl icat i on of shi,,l.ding f actors f or wave f l ows is not 
j us tified. 
The inertia coefficient , CM' can be calculated from potential f low theory 
as demonstrated by Dalton and Helfinst i ne (2.41) who discuss in detai l the 
eva luation of CM for groups of cylind.ers . 
Broadly, they found that for cylinders i n-l ine with the oncoming fl ow CM 
wa s reduced but only by significant amounts for s/D < 4. When the cyl inders 
are side by side CM is i ncreased but again only by significant amounts for 
S/ D < 4. 
The interaction between drag and inertia forc es in oscillatory flow for 
groups of cylinders is unknown. 
2. 6.4 Inclined Cylinders 
For inclined cylinders , it 1s suggested that the cross flow 
principle should be assumed (i. e . normal pressure force is assumed to be 
i ndependent of t angential velocity), and Morison ' s equation, using the 
component of fluid velocity normal to the axis of the cylinder should be use d , 
as proposed by Chakrabarti (2.4). This was the only information ava ilable 
on inclined cylinders in waves, and no wave force coefficients were suggested 
due to the wide scatter obtained in the derived values of the coefficient s . 
It is thu~ suggested that the and CD value s of fi gure 2. 1, should be 
used with Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter number evalua ted using the 
cylinder diamete r and the maximum normal velocity component. The degree of 
r e li.c1.h U i ty cannot be as:::;e:::;secl . 
A review of inforrnahon avai. l aule for CD an a funct, ion of Reynold ::; 
n1 111 d ,,; r· o n :.anoo th .:1.nci. s tra rnlucl ( wi.r·e roµ c ) cy l i.ncln t· f; inc lin0cl in a 
v1 · f'l. i 1; , il µl nttc pa r·:tllcl to a ::;L u:ul y fl ow h,·t~. bee n µr c ;;1; nt c, l by Glr: w ij (2. t1 ·· ). 
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2. 6. 5 Wave Force Coefficients for Othe r Structur<.1.l Sha : ·s 
'I'he only s truc tur<.1. l sha pe , othe r than circ ular C)' :. i n :lc r ~; , 
f or which wave da t a a r e _availa ble , i ~ the s pher·e a nd. the n only at l ow 
K~ ynolds nwnbers . The values sugges ted a:e CD= 0 . 7 and CM= 1. 2 , base d on 
r e f er ence 2 ,7 where measured and ca lcula ted wave forc es ar;re ccl , in e;ener a l , 
to within about 25%. Wave force coefficients for a sphere have also bee n 
iS iven as a function of Keulegan- Carpenter nwnber· from an experimE:r. t in idealised 
1- dimensional osci llatory flow ( 2 , 19) . At high Reynolds number , CD va lues 
are like ly to be smaller , Steady fl ow results ( 2. 27), give CD= 0 , 5 up to 
6 Reynolds nwnbers of 5x10 , and CD= 0, 1 at very high Reynolds numbers , 
CD values as a function of Reynolds number have be en publi shed for an 
extens ive number of 2-d.imensional prismatic shapes in a steady fl ow by 
De lany and Sorenson (2 . 28 ) and by Hcerner (2 . 27 ) . Va lues of CD tend to 
r emain constant over all Reyno lds nurr.bers for shapes with geometric 
\ 
discont inuities but as the discontinuitie s become smoother the variat ion of 
CD values with Reynolds numbe r tend to be more like those for circular 
cylinders . CM may be calculated by potential flm,: thEory, but any 
interaction with drag forces in viscous, oscillatory flow canno t be assessed, 
It should be noted that the cross flow principle , as discussed in 
~ection 2. 6. 4, is only applicable to 2-d.imens iona l prisma tic shapes , 
2 , 6. 6 Wave Force Coefficients for Pipelines 
The effect of the proximity of the seabed on a horizont a l 
cylindr- ical pipeline is to increase both the horizontal and vertical wave 
forces , the effect becoming more significant in sha llow wate r ( 2, 43 , 2 . 44) . 
Wave force coefficients should be increased above the ir free stream value s 
to a llow for this . Wils on and Reid (2. 44 ) rec orrunc nrlcd tha t CM shoul d be 
inc r c:tsed by a f ac tor of 1-1 . 7 ancl a mi.nirnurn va lue of CD= 1.0 shoul rl be 
u: :l: d . 
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For hori zonta l pipelines adjacent to the seabed and subjec t to tidal 
• 
current:; , the des ign curves for lift anc.l dr ag given by the Hydraulic s Research 
Sta tion (2. 45 ), are appropriate. 
2.6.7 The Effect of Currents 
The pre sence of a current seems to influence CD and no t 
CM (2. 12, 2. 26), probably because a current sweeps the vortices away from 
t he structure . For a current approximately parallel to the wave direction, it 
i s sugge sted tha t the current velocity should be added vectorially to the 
wave particle velocity both for the definitio~ of Reynolds number and for 
us e in Morison ' s equation. The evaluat ion and meaning of Keulegan-Carpenter 
nwnber when such a current is present is uncertain, though, recalling that 
the Keulegan-Carpenter number is essentially a measure of the relative 
magnitude ·of .drag to inertia, . it is suggested that in most situations the 
vectorial sum should be used (see appendix I). A theoretical investigation ( 2. 46 ) 
has suggested that, . in deep water, drag forces calculated using this approach 
will be conservative. ; 
For currents that are app~oximately transverse to the wave direction the 
situation is uncertain and there is no information available as to how the 
wave orbital velocity and current should be combined. 
2.6.8 Eddy Shedding and Lift Forces 
There ·are indications in the 11·terature (2 11 2 17 2 19 . , . , . , 
2. 20, 2.47 ';o 2.50) that transverse lift forces, of the same magnitude as drag 
forces, can be generated as a result of eddy shedding. If the frequency of 
vortex (eddy) shedding is sufficiently close to a natural frequency of the 
structure significant structural vibrations will occur. In steady current s 
the re s ponse and forcing under such conditions are interdependent 
(hytl r oc l ns tic ) and very large, potentially daneerous oacillations can build 
up (I rnrn i.n15harn jetty studie s Wootton (2.49) nrnl Kin~ (2.50)). Work is 
r: 11rT ·n t ly i n p1·015r-e:..::; on the wa ve focc~ :: on fl ex i.bl c conJuc t or tube :i , (? , 51 ). 
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2. 6. 9 Wave Slamming and Impulsive Buoyancy 
It is generally recognised that hori zon ta l membe r ~ in the 
splash zone are susceptible to fatigue due to buoyancy changes anLl wave 
slamming. Impulsive buoyancy i s merely the sudden application of buoyancy 
loads as the member is subferged. 
The dynamic response of the member should not be · ignored since 
submergence is in general sufficiently rapid for appreciab le dynamic stress 
ampl ification to ensue . 
Wave slamming is due to impulsive pressures caused by i mpact of the 
member with the free surface . For the horizontal circular cylinder t he 
s lamming force can be estimated from 
.F 
. s ½Pc. D w
2 
s 
per unit length 
Because wave s are rarely st~eper .than H/A ~ 0.1, slamming is predominantly 
a vertical force in the open ocean. Under breaking wave co~ditions , however , 
hori zontal slamming will be significant . The velocity, w, i n the above 
express ion i s the velocity of the water surface normal to it self and the 
r esulting slamming force is in the same direction as the velocity. 
Theoretically (2.52) CS is found to be n for a circular cyl inder 
but, since the slamming force is impuls ive/ in character, dynamic magnification 
must be considered. Under the most severe slamming conditions , where a wave 
impact s a cylinder simultaneously over its whole length, the full slamming 
load will be applied over a time scal e of the order 0.1 ms . Under the se conditions 
t he effective slamming coeff icient (accounting for dynamic re sponse ) can be 
near 6. Fortunate ly such events may be relatively infrequent since the 
time scales for oblique impact are considerably greater and dynamic response 
correspondingly smal l er . 
In recent experiments at NMI mean values of CS around 3.5 we re f ound. 
'l'h i.., wa ~1 cons i:3 tent wi. th t he theoce t ical value arnpli.fi.ed sli.eht ly by dyn t1.m i.c 
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Impulsive buoyancy and s lamming are , of course , experienced by other . 
shupe ·• Slamming in particular , can be especially serious on l ar 0 e , flat a r ea .... . 
2.7 Wave Theory 
A wave theory appropriate to the wove conditions under consideration 
must be . selected in order to evaluate wave orbit velocities and 
accelerations . Several such theories have been developed for various wave 
conditions . In relatively deep water the Stokes 5th order theory (2 . 53) is 
commonly used to describe steep nonlinear waves . It involves extensive 
computation but as shown in figure 2. 4 t~e resulting distributions of particle 
velocities and accelerations are not very different from those predicted by 
the relative ly simple Airy linear theory (the latter being extended beyond the _.,-
strict limits of linear assumptions to predict the velocities above the still 
water level) . Correspondingly .it has been found that in deep water , 
predictions of loading using Airy theory but integrating the forces up to the 
actual water surface (not as in strict linear theory to the still water level) 
gives results which do not differ ·greatly from predictions based on Stokes 5th . 
order theory. The stream function theory of Dean (2 . 54 ) is also available 
and arguably preferable in that , in most situations of engineering interest , 
it gives the best fit to the surface boundary conditions , and also can be 
used to describe an irregular wave . In shallow water , non-linear effects 
are significant and an appropriate theory ( such as Cnoidal theory, which is 
discussed in reference 2.55) should be used for est imating the velocities 
and accelerations. A detailed discussion of the applicability of the 
various available wave theories has been given by Dean ( 2. 30). 
2. 8 Use of Morison ' s Fquation and the . Conce ot; of Reliability 
Some papers studied in the li t erature survey ( 2.16, 2. 56 to 2. 59 ), 
er H i.ci'sed the Morison equat; ion approach to evaluatine wave forces 
anrl c,1.:.; t; serious doubt on it s validity as a deGiVl tool . Var ious r eason:.; 




between drag and inertia forces . It has been argued , however , ( 2 . 33) , that 
the equation is useful in practical design conditions from an engineering 
point of view, if satisfactory results are obtained . 
The meaning of ' satisfactory results ' is open to personal interpretation, 
but clearly involves an assessment of reliability. The diffic~lty of 
asse ssing reliability of wave force coeff icient values for use in Morison ' s 
equation has already been discussed but these uncertaint ies must be pu1 into 
perspective with the consideration of reliability in the whole design 
process and this involves many factors unrelated to hydrodynamics. The 
concept and philosophy of risk and reliability analysis have been extensive ly 
discussed in references 2.60 and 2.61 and further investigation is warranted . 
3. USE OF DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS 
As stressed in both sections 1 and 2, when using Morison ' s equation it 
I 
must be ·assumed that the diameter (or equivalent section dimension) of the 
. . 
structural member concerned is small enough in relation to wavelength to 
justify the assumption of uniform ambient acceleration and that there is no 
wave scattering or disturbance due to the local influence of neighbouring 
components . It should be noted however that Morison ' s equation may be applied 
to cylinders in groups as discussed in section 2.6.3 . For·guidance, the 
criterion diameter/wavelength(D/tJ < 0.2 is recorrunended in reference 1.2 
based on data in reference 3.1 and also on consideration of the range of 
wave length over which it is reasonable to assume uniform acceleration by 
reference to the corresponding range of uniformity of wave surface 
slope . Evaluation of the inertia force term in Morison ' s equation 
also requires that the mass coefficient be known for the particular shape of 
s t!'uctur'al component and corre s ponding direction of acceleration vector 
con,;e r·n d . It may be helpful to mention hecc tha t rna:..;s coefficientn for a 
v:u·i. ·1.y of s imple E,rcomc trical shaµe :..; rn :1.y be found f oe cx::unpl c in r·e fc.;c· cncu 3. ? . 
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In the case of s tructures such as gravity type platforms or toraue 
tank::. involving components of relatively large sec tion dimensions and 
complex shape it may be nece s sary to use methods based on diffraction t he ory 
for es tima ting the wave loads . Details of the. theory and of a numbe r of 
compute r pr ograms s uitab le for use in application t o offshore. ~tructures are 
documented in the literature. Theoretical details need not be d i scussed 
here but those interested may like to consult references 3.3 to 3.6 for 
exampl e . A brief account wi ll however be given of bas i c principles wh ich 
should be _understood if the method is to be used effectively. Attention wi ll 
then be devoted to reviewing availability of suitable programs ·and 
associated data and gui dance regarding reliability applicat i on and 
interpretation of results. 
3. 1 Basic Principles 
Diffraction analysis models the fluid motion corresponding to a 
fixed or moving body in waves by determining functions describing a distribution 
/ 
of pulsating pressure points over the body surface which when supe rimposed 
on the known pressure field in the undisturbed incident wave satis fy all the 
boundary conditions. In practice the functions normally used satisfy only 
a linearised version of the free surface conditions and satisfy the body 
boundary conditions exactly only at a finite set of discrete points. 
The forces and moments computed by integrating the pressure distribution 
over the body surface are conveniently expressed in two parts and hence 
written symbolically as 
F = F. 
1 
+ 
where F. is the contribution due to the undisturbed incident wave commonly 
1 
known as the ' Froude Krylov' Component and Fd is due to the di s turbance 
ca use d by the pulsa tine pre ss ure points and i nc l ude s both wave sca tter l ne 
a n(l the loc 't1 dis turbance corr\·...; µond i n~ to the ac.lrlcc.l mass t er·m in Mori~;on ' s 
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cqu.:i.tion . When d io.rnctcr i s small cnoueh in r e l a ti on to wi.lvelcnith so t ho.t 
the .:i.mbien t acce l e r .:i.tion U is .:i.pproximately uniform and. wave sc.:t LterinG is 
nq;ligible , it may in fac t be shown that 
F . . pvu 
l 
. 
and Fd • kp vu where k = CM - 1 
so that F . CMpVU • 
In this case , the diffraction coe ff icient , Ch commonly defined by 
= (F .+ Fd)/F . 
l l 
becomes equal to the inertia coefficient ~ so t.hat 
Diffraction· analysis in these conditions is a way of computing the ine.rtia 
coefficient . 
3. 2 Availability of Programs 
The central problem of diffraction analysis is determination of the 
disturbance field . In some special cases, closed form solutions to this 
problem are known and the wave forces and moments can be computed directly 
from formulae expressed in terms of k.nown functions. Such cases include 
vertical circular cylinders in waves both in deep water for which the 
solution may be found in reference 3.8 and in shallow water for which the 
theory and relevant formulae are documented in reference 3.9 . For most 
practical structures calling for diffraction analysis however, it is necessary 
to use special computer prograrns into which the structure geometry is fed 
by finite elemen t or facet modelling. A number of such programs have bee n 
devu lopcd and. several are in use b~ the offs hore indus try. The status and 
avai. lability of the""c ar c s ubjec t to continni.nG chit.nee and it mus t here 
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~uffice to present the accompanying swrnnary table 3.1 listine programs which 
o.re docwnen ted in publi shed papers known to the authors at the time of 
writing , This includes colwnns indicat ing program capability and 
availability of derived data and reference nwnbers identifying papers where 
detailed accounts may be found . For completeness some programs are lis ted 
which are not in fact based on diffraction theory but achieve the same 
results by simplified methods valid in some spec~al cases . 
3. 3 Reliability 
The reliability of diffracti'on theory and related methods of 
analysis has been extensively confirmed by comparisons with model experiments 
for a wide variety of . simple · geometric shapes and a comprehensive review of 
,.-
results from a number of different publications may be found in 
reference 3.10. The accompanying table 3.2 lists sources of data on 
reliability la.rgely taken from this reference but with some additions . Specia
l 
mention should be made of a paper, reference 3.2~ describing results for a 
surface piercing vertical cylinder tested in multi-directional waves at the 
Hydraulics Research Station. In nearly all case s , the agreement between 
theory and experiment is good but there is relatively little published data 
relating to models of actual structures . Also only one paper (3.11) is known 
to the present authors which contains measured data from a full scale 
monolithic structure and the results are of a rather preliminary and 
inconclusive nature. It is therefore not yet possible to make any general 
quantitative assessment of reliability supported by full scale data . The 
agreement with model tests shown in figure 3.1 is reasonably typical of other 
compa.risons listed in table 3.2. This is reassuring since diffraction is not 
normally considered subject to serious scale effects. 
3,4 Application 
Turni.ne now to the practical application of diffraction analysis the 
fol lowi.ri tj J.i:1r.11::i:i.on review~ brie fly t h•! ·no rc ni.enificnnt le s~rnnn l c1.• ncrl fr nm 
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e of the NMI diffraction theory program . The original version of this 
iocwnen ted in r eferences 1. 5 to 1. 7 is only applicab le to fixeQ.. 
structur es but a later vers ion briefly described in reference 1.8 has the 
capability for analys ing mo"ving bodies and for computing both the loads and 
~o tion responses for moored struc t ures in waves . 
3. 4. 1 Fixed Structures 
Considering fixed s tructures , extensive experience covering 
a wide range of structure type has been gained from use of the program by 
n~I , by Lloyds Re gister of Shipping and by the industry as customers of a 
number of commercial computer bureaux to whom the program has been supplied 
on a basis ensuring some fe edback of opera ting experience . Some of this has 
,.-
been reported in references 1.5 to 1.7 an~ there is only space here to 
draw _att.entioi:- to selected points of particular practical significance . 
The program can be applied, in theory, to almost any struc t. ural ge~me try 
but the reliability of the results will depend on the quality of the finite 
element modelling attainable within the limits of the store capacity of the 
computer concerned. The structure surface is modelled by a grid of polygonal 
plane area elements or facets, the design of which allows considerable scope 
for individual judgement . Guidance on modelling technique may be found in 
reference 1. 6. Figure 3.2 °illustrates the modelling 
1
of a gravity 
structure. 
Much of the experience accumulated at NMI relates to gravity platforms 
and similar structures commonly involving a single large base supporting 
vertical towers which carry -the platform and interest is usually concentrated 
on prediction of forces and overturning moments in extreme wave conditions 
(wave heights in the reeion of 30 metres and waveleneths of the order of 400 
rne tr·es or more). According to the criterion sue~e ::;ted in section 2, 
wave sc.i. t tering can be neele c t ell for thc:.;e waves as f ar as the 
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tower are concerne d and also for the base unless its diameter is greater 
than 0 . 2 x wavelength . It must be expected howeve r that the local or ' adde 
mass ' dis t u r·bance due to the base will have some effect on the forces ac ti ..... 
on the l ower parts of the t owers . It is also important to appreciate that 
I 
the press ure distribution across the top of the base, which may be significantly 
affect ed by the presence of the towers , contributes a component of moment 
which is i n antiphase with the main overturning moment due to the towers and 
the pressures on the vertical surfaces of the base . 
When deciding on the facet deployment , -consideration must be given to 
the possible signiffoance of.· the se interact ions between \he towers and the 
base and indeed, in some cases , between the towers themselves . Guidance on 
this topic may be found in the references 1.5 to 1.7, 3.11 -and 3. 28 . If 
these interactions are reasonably small it may be decided that the components 
can be analysed separately using Morison ' s equation for the towers and 
diffract ion theory· for the base •. In considering this decision the significance 
of the errors due to neglect of interaction must be weighed against the 
possible errors due to shortage of f acets for modelling the base if the 
towers are included in the diffract-ion analysis. It must also be 
appreciated that for long tubular components a large number of facets is needed 
to achieve a modelling which is still approximate, whereas in t ~is case calculations 
using an inertia coefficient as in Morison's equation can be based on exact 
potential flow theory. 
The requirements for modelling of the base will depend on the complexity 
of its shape and some gui dance may be found in reference 3.6. Here it is 
recommended that facets should preferably not be long and narrow and should 
have effective diameters no greater than about a seventh of a wavelength . 
It is a l s o sugges ted that a finer mesh may be needed in the neiehbourhood 
of hi.eh su rface curva tures especially when these are concave . It is 
dc:;i.r·a blc where poouib l c to te s t the r esolution of the mode lline- by chcckint5 
th ,• sl! n~; i.tivi.ty of the r e~:ul t n to chan[;ea in the finene .... a of rnc:;h. 
., 
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When the ba:~c approxim.:i. teG to some relatively simple geometr ic s har. 
it m.:i.y some time s be po...,,sible to di. s pense with the comput_er program .:i.nd apply 
di.f t r·<.1.c t.i. on or inerti~oef1ici.e nt"' der ived from published da t a or adapted 
fr om previous computa tions using the formulae cited in section 3. 1 above . 
Ma jor economies can be achieved in this way, espec i a lly in syst ematic de sign 
studies where diffract ion coefficients once computed may be accumulated for 
later use . A systemat ic compi l ation of data, derived in this way , for a 
ranee of vert ical columns of varying height and section shape may f or exampl e 
be found in r eference 1.7. Here it i s noted that , on physiQal grounds , it 
is to be expected that the diffraction coefficients will be strongly 
dependent on the ratio height/ diame t e r (written as h/2a) r e ferred to as the 
' aspect ratio '. ,,- In the case c;f the horizontal force the formula 
::: 
wns found in fa.et to be a good fit to the data (here k 
1 
a= (section area/n )2 ). 
3.4 . 2 M.oving Structures 
2rr/wave l ength and 
Because of the linearity of the diffraction analysis the 
loads on a structure executing prescribed motions in waves can be computed 
by addin~ the loads when fixed in waves to those when moving in still water . 
Computation of the fixed structure loads has already been discussed in the 
previous section. The basis for the maying structure computation is the 
same but with modification of the boundary conditions to accorrunod~te the 
movement of the body surface and the results may be interpreted in a similar 
way . The Froude Krylov component of load is zero in this case but there is 
a component in phase with the structure acceleration which may be expre ssed 
i.n terms of an added mass and a comµonent in phase with the structure 
ve l oci ty which r e pre~ents the dnrnµ i.n/j due to the racliated wave s and is direct ly 
att:tl 1)1_~<Jt1:j Lo the wa ve sca tte rin{S or diffr·ac tion terrn for a fi xctl structu f' c: 
a. : d 1 :: ,: u::~: ·d in t he pn.:v iour; sect i on. 
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As explained in reference 1.8, the loads and motions of a structure 
moored or otherwise constrained in waves can be computed by s olvin~ the 
equations of motion . In formula ting these the output from the diff raction 
analysis for the fixed body in waves prov·ides the forcing funct ion due to 
the incident wave whicn may be denoted by F(t) while the output for the 
body moving in calm water supplies a component. of added mass , 6M and a 
damping coefficient si the stiffness function s(t), which may vary with 
time, is derived from analysis of the mooring cable . tensions or other 
constraint forces. In practice , equations c·overing the three translational 
and three rotational modes of motion and all relevant cross couplings may be 
needed. Considering, for simplicity, a single uncoupled mode of translation 
in a direction,. x, the equation of motion for a structure of mass M may 
be written on the basis of t he foregoing as: 
(M + oM)x + ~x + s(t)x F(t) 
It must ·be noted that whereas M is here the actual mass of the structure , 
the added mass component 6M is normally derived in terms of a coefficient 
relating it to the displacement pV. Thus wrii.ing 
the added mass coefficient k 1 is derived from the diffra
ction analysis for 




is the component of fluid force in phase with the acceleration of 
the structure, x. This component of added mass is not to be confused with 
the added mass term derived from the analysis for the fixed structure in 
wa.vc s which is included in F( t ) ancl is related to the fluid accelecat i.on . 
Wrl tint; this as 
oM == k pv 
0 0 
the corresponding added mass coefficient k 0 











Considering the damping coefficient, this may be written as 
and F 
2 
is the component. of moving body force in phase wi.th the structure 
velocity x. 
Systematic data on values of the added mass and damping coeffic ients 
for moving box shape.d bodies may be found in reference 3.1}. As noted in 
table 3.1, this reference also includes data on drift force s which are steady 
components of wave force and are of second order but may be computed ·in 
terms of the ·squares of velocities available from the first order solution. 
These forces are small relative to the amplitudes of the fluctuating forces 
but may be significant in some cases, for example,, in relation to dynamic 
positioning. 
4. THE INFWENCE OF MARINE ROUGHNESS ON LOADING 
Marine growths and corrosion increase the fluid dynamic loads on offshore 
structures in two ways. The accumulation of growth leads to an increase in 
the volumetric displacement (VaD2) and frontal area (AaD) due to the increase 
in diamete r. Consequently there are increased inertia and drag loads purely 
· due to chanGes in bulk geomet ry. At the flow Reynolds numbers encounterctl 
in pro.d i. cc ( 105 < R < 10
8), the rouehenine effects of growth and corroc.; ion 
e 
·, 
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l ead to increased _drag coefficients and consequently to increaves in loading 
. 
over and above tha t due to incr eased diame t er . 
4. 1 Marine Roughness 
Galler·(4. 1) and Houghton (4. 21 4.3) have described the various forms of 
fouling to which marine structures ar e subjected. From a fluid dynamic 
viewpoint it is probably' necessary to dis.tinguish between rigid roughness 
(such as rus_t , sca le, b~rnacles and mussels ) and those which are flexible ( such 
as seaweed and sea-anemones·) because the interact ion between the fl ow and the 
growth/roughness is likely to be different i f the growth re s~onds dynamica lly 
to flu id forces. It is thought tha t in the persistently severe weather 
conditions of the northern North Sea the marine growths are , at le ast 
initially, likely to be of the more tenacious rigid type. In the southern 
North Sea the problem is largely one of gross accumulations of mainly 
flexible growths. 
4.2 Roughness Definition 
In general, the characterisation of roughne ss should express the 
spat ial distribution, size and shape of roughness excrescences, It is, 
however, found that sharp-edged randomly distributed roughnes~ can be 
characterised by an average roughness height, ~ (4.4). Rigid 
marine growths can be characterised in this way provided they are not sparse , 
i.e. comprise relatively closely packed excrescences. For reasons which 
will become clear later on in this section, it is not necessary to know the 
roughness height to any great precision so that a reasonable estimate of the 
average hej.ght of protrusion is, in most cases, adequate. 
With reference to the drag of circular cylinders, the relevant roughness 
parameter is the relative roughne ss defined as the ratio of the roughness 
he ight to the cylinder diamc ter (k/D). 
I 
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4. 3 Influence of Roughnes., on Cylinder Drag 
~ 01 1 ·.:n···~s r:t:nC'r.'.lll:y cau~es increased rates of boundary l ayer growth and 
hiehe r skin friction , On slender bodies, like ships, it is mainly the increa~e 
in sk i n friction which is responsible for the increased drag associated with 
fouling (4. 5, 4.6). However when t h~ thickened boundary 
layers are rapidly decelerated their behavioW' is markedly different 
to those over smooth cylinders and they separate earlier . Consequently the 
pre:ssure distribution over the cylinder is changed and higher "form " or 
pressure drag results. 
-In figure 4~1 the effects of roughness upon the drag of cylinders in steady 
flow is shown graphically in, the results obtained recently at NMI ( 1.1q. 
Roughness clearly has three main effects:r 
(1) The critical Reynolds number, where the drag coefficient 
falls steeply with increasing Reynolds number, occurs progressively 
ea.rlier as roughness (k'/D) increases. r 
(2) The minimum drag coefficient (drag trough) increases with 
increase in roughness (k/D). 
(3) The drag coefficient at high Reynolds numbers is higher 
than for smooth cylinders. 
These effects were first noted by Fage and Warsap (4.8), whose experiments did 
not attain Reynolds numbers at which the drag coefficient became constant, · 
unlike those of Achenbach (4.9). From a compendium of the NMI res~lts (1~0) 
and those of Szechenyi (4.10), and Achenbach (4.9) and Wong (given in the 
discussion of (1.10)) the curve of the drag coefficients appropriate to high 
Reynolds numbers aeainst relative roughness (k/D) can be plotted (figure 4.2). 
Note that the values of CD quoted are average values in the Reynolds number 
r unrc :.; quoted and tha t for k/D < 10-3 the variations within the ranee are not. 
in :..: it:nif icant . 
, 
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In figure 4. 2 there are clearly three regions of roughne·ss having 
di tinctly diffefent characterjstics: 
(i) For k/D < 2x1o-3, the drag coefficient~ CD, decreases 
with decreasing roughness to the value appropriate to smooth 
( ii) 
cylinders (0.6-0.7). 
For 2x10-3 < k/D < 
approximately 1. 
is constant at 
(iii) For kr/D > 10-2, CD . increases with increasing k/D. The 
I - 2 highest· CD observed was 1. 25 at kr D :: 5x10 • 
Since the rates of . change of CD with kr/D are never particularly large 
the accuracy of ~/D is not crucial. ?All the above results are for 
steady flow; recent tests at NMI (4. 11) have shown that roughness has 
similar effects in wave flows at Keulegan-Carpenter numbers as low as 15. and 
Reynolds numbers around 105 • 
These findings are reinforced at high Reynolds numbers by the Bass 
Strait results, quoted by Wong (4.7) where CD values near 1 were found . 
Recently Sarpkaya (2.20) has found that roughness increases CD up to as 
much as ·1.7 in simple harmonic conditions; there r emains, however, some 
doubt as to the direct application of such results to wave flows. 
4.4 Allowing for Roughness in Design 
In order to calculate the effects of marine growth on loadings the 
designer must estimate 
(a) the thickness of growth (up to 20 cm in some areas, formed 
at a peak rate of 2-3 cm/month), and hence the increase 
in diameter and volume . 
(b) the effective rouehnc ss height, 
relative roughne~ u k/D. 
k ' r 
and hence the 
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The increased CD value for ste.J.dy fl ow may be obtained from fieure 
4 . 2, but it is emphas i sed that , as discus ·ed in section 2. 1, care mus t be 
taken in applying steady fl ow r e..,ult s to w.:i.ve condition-, . It should al so 
be recalled that the wave force c_oefficient values suggested in figure 2. 1 
apply to smoot~ cylinders . In practice roughnes s will affect the 
coefficient values (figure 2.1) and their r.eliabi li t y. · · In particular , the 
value of CD at postcritical Reynolds .nwnbers is likely to be higher and 
values of about 0. 8 to 1.0 are suggested as appropriate for average , 
in- service conditions , the values increasing with the degree of roughne ss . 
The degree of uncertainty in CM and CD value s modified to allow for 
roughness effects in waves is large ly unknown and · is probab ly less than that 
suggested in figure 2.1 for smooth cylinders. 
,.-
5. CONCWDING REMARKS 
The aim of this paper has been to unde rtake a critical evaluation of 
methods an~ associated data docwnented in the literature for estimating fluid 
loading on offshore structures, which it is hoped will be a useful working 
reference for designers. The authors wish to emphasise that their 
assessments of reliability are made from a fluid mechanics point of view and 
they do not claim competence to advise on the overall design process 1tThich 
contains many other factors. They also recognise that designers will wish 
to make their own evaluations of methods and data which they use and they 
have taken pains to identify the sources for all the information and advice 
offered. 
The main concern has been with evaluation of data in the literature on 
wave fc,rce coefficients for use in Morison' s equation and section 2 includes 
tabular summaries of the data sources and of the · suggested values for drae 
and ine rtia coefficients systema tically stratified in terms of the two key 
p.lr' i.Url<)ters , Keul eean-Ca rpentcr rnur1bcr and Reynolds nwr1bcr , and ar: companied 
hy a:::~c: ~ : :111c ttL ' ; of rcliabi.lity ba~:c u. on infol'ln;ttion in the rc f c r·1;; w~e :; citc ,l. 





Morison ' ~ equation to actual structures and of
fers some advice on t he choice 
of method for specifying the associated wave c
onditions . It also include s 
some commen t s on the meaning of ' re liability' 
in the context of de s i gn ~nd 
notes that the reliability of wave force predi
ctions must be set · into 
perspective wi t h all the other factors in the 
whole design process . 
Section 3 reviews methods available for us ing 
diffraction analysis and 
much of the material here is based on experien
ce at NMI in the development 
and operation of a computer program written fo
r this purpose and already 
extens ively used by the offshore industry. Th
e need for such methods arises 
in cases such as gravity type · structureE and t
ethere~ buoyant platforms 
involving monolithic components with large sec
tion dimensions or complex 
shapes for which the inertia coefficients may 
not be known •. It is noted that 
it is often desirable to combine diffraction a
nalysis with use of .Morison ' s 
equation and the importance of understanding t
he physical interpretation of 
the corresponding results is emphasised. An a
ccount is also given of the 
special problems involved in the case of movin
g bodies such as tethered 
buoyant platforms . 
Section 4 discusses very briefly the question of the ef
fect of marine 
roughness and refers to some work at NMI indic
ating that roughness c an have a 
very substantial effect on the drag coefficien
t both in steady flow and in 
waves. 
A general conclusion of the paper is that , alt
hough the data available 
in the literature is very plentiful , there are
, nonetheless, stil i many 
serious uncertainties regarding the reliabilit
y of fluid loading estimates . 
A major source of doubt arises from the scale 
effects on drag, which are 
very large , coupled with a shortaee of reliabl
e full scale drag data in 
waves . The authors believe that in the future
 more emphasis must be placed 
on collec tion of da ta from struc tures in the a
ea and other experiments in 
- 11 0 -
wh ich condi t ions corresponding t o critical and postcritical R
ey11olds r~mbe r~ 
can be r ealised. Feectback of dat.:i. fr om actua l ope r a Liona l st
ructures s hould 
be the surest way of est.:i.bli s hing and improving the r e li.:i.bili
ty of load1nLJ 
predictions. 
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Radius of columnar structure ( or equivalent dim·ension) or 
semi-orbit width of wave particle horizontal travel. 
Projected frontal area of structure . 
Drag coeff icient . 
Diffraction coefficient. 
Inertia coefficient . 
Slamming coefficient 
Water. depth. 
Diameter of cy~inder (or equivalent dimension) . 
Horizontal fluid force. 
Component of force in phase with acceler~tion of fluid . 
Component of force in phase with acceleration of structure. 
Component of force in phase with velocity of structure . 
Hori zontal wave force on a vertical cylinder . 
Drag force. 

















WaVB sla~ning force per unit l ength . 
Force due to local disturbance and wave scatte r ing. 
Undisturbed incident (Froude-Krylov ) wave force . 
Accelerati on due to gravity . 
Height of col umnar structure . 
Wave height . 
Wave number . 
Added mass coefficient s . 
. Height of surface roughness excrescence . 
Mass of st ruc ture . 
Keulegan-Carpenter nunber . 
Reynolds number . 





















Hpr i zontal component of wave
 par ticle orbita l veloc ity . 
Amplitude of horizontal osc
illatory velocity . 
Hori zontal component of wave
 particle orbital accelerati
on . 
Velocity of curren t . 
Volumetric displacement of s
tructure . 
Slarruning velocity of water . 
,,-
Distance co- ordinate . 
Coefficients used in error a
ssessments of t he Morison 
wave force . 
Frequency parameter Re/ NK. 
Added mass of fixed struc tur
e in flowing water . 
Added mass of structure in 
motion in calm wate r . 
Damping coefficient . 
Waveleng th . 
Dens ity of wa ter . 
Kinema tic v isconi ty of wate
r . 
Wu.VL: F'r·L: q uc.: nr,y . 
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APPI<.,'NDTX I 
Definition of the Keuleg.::i.n-Carpenter Numbe r , 
NK ' and its Relations hip to Force Regime 
Keulegan-Carpenter number NK is defined in reference 1. 3 as 
Its significance in the context of t hi s pape r is tha t it is a measure of the 
relative importance of drag and inertia force. The ratio of the maximum drag 
force , F 
Dnax' 
to the maximum inertia fo rce, F Imax' 
is given by the 
Morison equation : 
For a sinusoidal 
whence a = 






CD 1 . 































( uc)2 1 + -
UM 
At the still water level in deep water waves, UM nH = 
T 
CD H 
and a = - . 
CM rtD 
CD ( Wey H ac = 1 + -
CM nH 1cD 
flowing 
11hu :J for ln.rec values of NK loading is dra~ dominated and for low va l ues 
ol' NK it i :: inc t'tia tlorn i.r .:.1. t ed , anc.l. cucrcn t8 flowin~ .'.l [JfH'oxirrv~tely para llel 
t ,i L!t,• •.,; LVL: 1li.r ec.: t i. on incr·e l~ i C the dr :1.e tlorn i.nance . 
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APPENDIX II 
Assessment of the Si gn ifica nc e of Error .... Hl the Wave Force 
Coefficient Values in Evalua tins the Wave Force 
A gui de as t o how the drag and inertia force component ~; 
of Mori~_;on ' f; e qu2.t ion vary with the r atj_o of drag coefficient , CD, 
to ine rti a coeffici ent, CM, and Keulegan-c:arpenter number , NK , is 
given bt:low. The vari,;u:. t ables pre:::;ented are ba sed on linear 
wave theory and apply to ci r cular cylinders and may be us e d t o 
asses s the significance of any errors in the wa ve force coefficient 
value ~  j 11 c vr,. luating the wave f orce . 
i ) 'l'h ~ r e.lnt-,j v e 10,,._!';ni tude of the d:r-ag forc e , FD , to the , 
iner t .i,,1. feirc:t: , ut the instant of the maximum wave for ce 
n.t n. p:1rt,i,.:1.1J8.r depth may b r.: shown to b e given by, 
r C . 2 'o 
4 ( _12) 2 
NK 
--
~ F C . 
I M 
'l'a bl c: II. 1 lie l ow g1 ves values of F D/F I 8.s a fu..'1. ction of the 
r at i.o r, / r, A rJ.n cl rrK. 
1J r,1 
'fABLE II .J. 
·-----~ 
1/5 1/l~ 1/3 1/2 3/4 1 2 
5 
11 








0. T ( 
o. G6 
l.OJ . 
?. • 6 J 
8 .05 
.I.(; . l1 J 
·---····- - -· 
o. 31 0,5 5 
0. 58 1.03 
1.03 1.83 
1.60 2 .85 
li.11 '(. 30 
l ~! . 58 · 22.36 
?'.) .66 1,5.63 
·- - --· --
1.24 2.79 1,. 9 '( 19.87 
2.31 5. 20 9,24 36 ,96 
4.11 9,21~ 16.43 65,70 
6.11 2 14 ,!1!1 25 . 66 102.66 
1G. 1,3 36 ,96 65,70 262.81 
50. 30 113 .- 18 201.21 804.85 




ii) The r e l atf ve magnitude of the ma x1mum drag fo rce , FD ma.x , 
to the maximum inertia for ce , FI max , occuring during 
a wave cycl e at a parti c lLlar depth , may b e shown t o b e 









Table II. 2 belo w g1 ve:; va1 ues of F /FI as a function o f t he D inax mri.x 
CD 
1/ ~ .I /11 
_NK _I CM · 
·- - ··- ---··-- · --· -·--- - *" - .. . 
5 () . J.0 o. ·; ~ 
11 (). ~} •. ! 0 . 215 
1 •· . ) ()_ ':;( ) ( 1; iJj 
~!O o . lr'l 0 . '.:; l 
2 'j 0 . '. '> l o .GJ 
110 0 . EJl .l. 01 
'(O L .l1 ?. 1 . '(7 
100 2 .03 2 . 53 
----
F 2 Note 




- --, - ----~---·· ·--- ·- . -·---- -- ------
1/3 ] / 2 3 / !1 1 2 
·--·- -·----
0 .17 0 . 25' 0 . 38 0 . 51 1 . Cl.1 
0.37 0.56 o . Sl~ 1 . 1] 2.:n 
0 . '.; l CJ • r{!) l . 111 l . '.;i?. 1 .01.r 
o.68 1.01 l. '.)2 2 .0J 4.0 ; 
o.84 1. 27 L 90 2.53 5.07 
1.3'.J 2 . 03 3 .0lr 4 . 05 8 .11 
2 . 36 3. 55 5 . 32 7.09 1!1 . 18 
3. 38 5 .07 7 .60 10. 13 20.26 
---·----
ut instant; of m:.1ximwn forc e . 
iii ) The m,1. x1mum allowo.ble e r ror in CM i n <lra.g domi nant conditions 
for l es~; t h:rn 10% r e l at.iv,: erroi: in t he maximum fo rce at a 
part i. cul ar ,lcpth , may be c f; timrltcu as follows . 
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'l'a\:e tr c error 1n CM a s a , such tha t CM = CMo (1 + a ), th t::n 
neglec tinG a ny error in CD, the relat i ve error 1n the non-di mensional 
3 .. 2 · 
force F / p D w may be s hown to be give n by, 
r e l at ive error= a ( 2 + a) -4- -C2~2------
;'+ {~) I\: + 1 
CMo 
Table II. 3 b elow g1 ve ,, the maximwn values of a, as a f unc tion 0 f t he 
ratio CD/CM and NK, s uch that the calculate d ma ximum force will diffP. r 


























TABLE II. 3 
. · ·--- ·-
1/3 1/2 
-





0 . 35 o.66 
0.81 ·1.47 
1.36 2.37 
----- - ---- -· ··----
3/4 1 2 
0.08 O. J.O 0.23 
o .1·r 0·.26 0 • r{) 
0.27 o.42 1.19 
o.42 o.66 1.77 
0.60 0.91 2 . 37 
1.19 1.72 4.23 
2.52 3.61 8.03 
3.92 5.49 11.86 
---- - -
For ex:unple, if' c
0 
= 0. 5 is selecte d with an assume d CM = CMo value· 
of 1.5, (c
0
/CM = 1/3) . at NK = !10, then the CM value actually used 
coLQ~ b ~ up to 2.03 ( =1.5 (1 + 0.35)), without altering the relative 
e rror in t;he ma ximum forc e by more than 10% 
i ·1) 'l'he mo.X1mum n.llowable error in CD 1n inertia dominant 
c cmui tion::i for les s than 10% r elative error in the maximum 
forc e at a pa rticular depth, ma y be e s tima ted as follows. 
Tuke the error in c
0 
a s 8, such that C = C (1 + B), the n 
D Do 
nc[~l r· r~ t inc; any e r r ot· in CM, the r e lative error 1n the non- di me ns ionnl 
fo cc, : 'r' / p o3 o/ m:·y be s ho w'n t o be give n by, 
r elative error 













1 + y 
Table I I .4 below g i ves the maximum·values o f 8, as a fun c tion of the 
ratio CD/CM a nd NK, such that t he calculated maximum force will differ 




1/ ) 1/h 1/3 1/2 3/4 1 2 
---- ------·-· ---
3 ·n. Go l~G. r,~, 25. 98 11 .11 lLh9 2 . 2 l1 o. 34 
5 · 25. 98 16.3) 8.85 3.52 1.22 0.54 0.16 . 
11 4. 76 2. ~(9 1.31 o.42 0.19 0.15 o ·.11 
15 2 . 2!1 1. 2 3 0. 5!1 0 ~ 2;.~ O.ll~ 0.12 0. 10 
20 1. 0 ?. 0. 5!1 0.27 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.10 
25 o .. 53 0. 31 0,19 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.10 
40 0. 20 O.J.8 0.13 0.11 0.11 q.10 0.10 
For exq.mple; if CM= 2.0 is selected with an as s ume d CD= CDo 
value of 1.0 ( CD/CM = 1/2), at NK = 11, the n the CD value us e d could 
be up to 1. 42 ( = 1. 0 ( 1 + 0. 42) ) without altering the r elative error 
1n the maximum force by more than 10%. 
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TABLE 2 . 1 - Summary of Literature Giving Explicit CM and CD Values 
The C~ a nd CD values gi ven in this Table are appli cable to the calculation of ', t he horizontal component of wave forc 'c: , ar,d 
Re an ~ have been evaluated using the maximum horizontal wave particle orbit velocity at the still water level, unless 
otherwise stated. 
Location "Sea-State" Structure ~ R e CD CM Re liability/ ~ave Tneory 
Gulf of Mexico Hurricane storm Vertica l cylinders 15- 50 1~4-107 l.2- 0 . 5 l.33 
Calculated forces a veraged o ver H.,T,d 
Wave For ce waves d-)0 ft. Evaluated using Stokes 5th Decreasing 
agre ed to within 10% of rr.e:asu red t o t.a :" :.rcc:$ 
Projects I &: II 6 < H<40 ft. D=l , 2 ,3, 4 ft. orde r theory values beneath with R 
Calcu lated and mea sured l ocal forc e ?;:c:x.: :-;··~ 
6 < T < 17 sec. d: 100 ft. the wa ve crest , considering 
e agreed tO wi t h in 50% . Effe ,e ts of c ur·rc:' n ::: 
d=)O; 100 ft . D=3 .7 ft . variation with depth. 
For inline f or ce were no t considered . ....:. ream f unc t ior. ,.,·a ; ,;.; 
I 
t.hre:iry is ~o be us"d \-/ i t.. L ,...,:ivc f:,rct: 
evc=-lua t.!. o n tec 1'"1nioue ..!.:vi::(1. 
1 Californian Stor m waves Vertica l cylinders 8 - 40 105- 106 0 .4-1.5 2 - 5 C at 1~ level= o.5+co:~ , C11 value s YI•::~ '.:. I coast , 5 <H< 20 ft. n-... ,2 ft. 11 Bns ut:!.sfactory 11 • ''rov.:d:, !.:·!st.!c Evalua ted using linear theory Higher Lowe r appr :i:1 .::-. 
Davenpor t . 9 < T < 17 sec. va lues beneath the wave crest, values values 
co, sidering peak drag ar.c! ine r ti a !. f or.: ·.: .:: 
45 <d<50 ft. considering variation 
and l !nea r wave t he ory . 
I 
with depth . more more 
probable . proba ble . 
! !Abor~ tory Linear sinusoidal Vertical cylinder 0 . 1-0.7 105- 106 ·' ·1 Agr eemenr. between tr.eor e :ica 1 and 
expe :--: -
Drag 2 . 0 
I 
wa ves D..81 in . negligible D 
mentally measured fo rces was exce l ler 1 ~ ... ·,:a ·:e 
3 <H < 10 in. 
for ~"-' 0 .2 f orces were: evalua ted by d~ffract ion 
i l. O< T <3.5 
sec . 
analy s is , us i ng linea r 'deve r.heor y. 
d:47 . 2"- in . 
I Laborator y Linear s inusoidal Cylinders held at 0- 20 3 5 0-2 . 5 !Arge scatte r in ~ and C? values . ~:or::;o:i 5x l 0 - 5xl0 1. 0 - 2 . 5 
I 
waves various inclinations 
equation us ed in -= d.!.::.~;1 ~ ... O!l&:. vt c t or :\;r·:. 
4 < H < 13 in . inline with and 
Calculated using maximum with V<c:lOcity cornpon(;rt 1:orrr.c.:. :. to t n ~ ~ -".. --
l.5 < T <3 . 0 nor ma l to the 
horizon ta 1 velocity a veraged of the cyEnder. 1".east.:rec. &nd calcu:.a r .. ,.· :.:. 
sec. waves 
I d=5 ft. D=3 , 5 , 7 .5 i n . 
over the length of the cylinder mean forces agreed LO •,./:. :r.:!.n 10% usin,;; 
I and en values for i nc!i ·:~ c!·~al 
.. wa ve s . 
I Julf of r.~e xi.co Pr oject I Vertica l cylinders 20- 50 I l05 - 2xl06 0 . 5 1.5 ~lave Fo rce Proj e ct I: - alcula t.ed :.0:a _ 
Wave Force 10<'. H < 20 ft. 0=::. ,2,3,4 ft. Evaluated using Stokes 5th forces 
were generally 1t1:!. th~n 10;1'. of '" ... :'. €: 
j Projects I & II 6 < T <l0 sec . order theory 
measured forces , and U S'J a : ly con se rva t...:.. ·1 ~ , wave crest end 
ds )O ft . trough values . 
Wave Force Project II : - c,,1 anc. C£ were 
I Project II Vertical cylinder 10 -80 I 10
5-5x106 
avera ged ove r H, T, d b tr.ey var ed 
0 . 58 1.76 
t 
I 
25 < H < 45 ft . D=3 .7 . ft. Evaluated usin g Stokes 5th 
appreciab l y wi th H, T, c! . ,'-. gre:ement bE":t.11,~ c:'. 
lO < T < 17 sec. order t heory values beneath the 
Standard de viation measured locai for ces and t. ose cal cu2. t:.. --~= 
d:100 ft. wave crest , considering 0 . 33 
1.06 using local CM and CD values was qu:~" ,: -:.-:.d . 
variation with depth . Maximum 
total forc es calcula t e · us!n, ~ca r 
C and CO values gene r a :ly agreed 'II~ ·~: . ~ r1 
11:},i: of 
t o 
nlCflZU C't:d f o r ces 1.111d 1t11 · rt: uuuH:.j 
I cerise rva t1 ve . 
Wave Force Projects I anc; IT. _ wa vt :. ::t::.~:,· 
to be used de pends 0 wa , e cha ra c ~t r 1~ · .. : r.::!.. , 
a nd ls one of Cha ppelier , St.:,kes 5th (.. C',. • :-· , 
linear or Mccowa n , to t.e: uzed in "Jh: ', ,..: .... 





















TABLE ? .1 (CONTD .) 
l ~...: :.:· . .:,r 
I 
Locacion 11 Sea-State 11 Structure I\ R CD CM e Reliabili1.y/,lavc :°'!l t;:Or y 
I 
J!:!'r!.s ~n , !...abora tory Linear sinusoidal Mode l of 11 conde ep11 0-5 )x107 -9xl07 1.0 Agre ement between calculated and rr:ta s
1 .. :· ·:-2 . 0 
-· -- jr.::>ciel scale waves simulating oil production full 1/cale 1 Assumed for ces and moments on t!1-.: m'.> e l wa s values 
--~ ~ , ::~20 full scale platform structure . 2 . )xlO - 6 . 9x10 1 exccllc11t . Diffract! o,. ona !.y :.: !. s \..l,!j !r ... r 
?,1,.:". ,, -
I 
conditions linear -. 0 of D=l2 m mode l scale . 
..,, ave theory ;,,a s applied to U1c..: '! !J . . :·.: 
2l < H <"29 m for towers at water base 1.0 obtain the ve l oci:y field fo r 
... ' 
1 < T < 17 sec . line. pla tform s upporting t owers . ':'he ars~ f -:· ;t.; ' 
d- 120 m wa s very small. 
.J!"'e ce I ~a;,,aii Small sea waves Sphere on sea bed 8 - 60 6xl0 4 - )x 105 0 .7 1.2 Peak r'orci:s calculated using Stokes )rd I 
~ , . .... 
r oas t 1.7 < H < 5 . 6 
ft . D=8 in. Eva l uated usine Stokes 3rd 
order wave theory wert gener<1lly wi t h.:r. .!',).' order 
:!; s ~ !.ar.~ 12 < T < 16 sec. theory maximum orbit veloci ty of the measured for ces . The wave f o r c c.: , ,'J. 
: ~-c~ d=25ft, at the centre of the sphere. drag dominan t; a cons t.ant. v;.lue of er: 't.' r. ,· 
:=.e !' . ~ 7 as sumed . 1'he 
I 
,: . , 
I 
same H, ~ . for c.l:!.fferen:: ·,, l ".'••.; 
gav <:: cD va lues differ !n1 r;y over l OUt . 
;.: , ..; S:-'~T .... J Gulf of Mexico Hurricane storm Verti cal cylinders 10-70 10
4
- 107 1. 2- 0 . 5 1.1 Methods and re su lts of aa t. a analys is L.~ :• . • : 
I :- ..: :!'y::-.p::.e I \·:ave Force waves d=30 ft . Eva l uated using Stokes 5th order Decreasi ng liric:ar spec tral wave Lh<;ory br.d s 1.rea rr: .. - I ?rojec ts I & II 10 < H < 40 ft . D=l, 2, 3 , 4 f1:, , theory values beneath the fun c1.ic.,1 wave t heory wert coir.pared . 7r.c I wave with R 
_ea!. 
I 
6 < T < l7 sec. d=lOO ft. crest , considering varia tion e standai·d deviation Le t·,ieen measured ar.-: 
' .... - . d=33 ft, ' 100 ft. D=) . 7 ft, with depth . ea l cula ted f orce s '-'J8 S smtillest for t he ~ .. - :-- . - I D:' .. 
~-:: : ... . 2 . S ! CD 
valu c: s gi ven us1113 th'= s ·~re am fu nc: •. l :., ;_ 
~!1t O f'\' . 
3 11 
,_c; •• J Labora co r y Regula r and Vertical cylinder 0 . 4- 2 . 2 5 , 6xl0 - 2 . 5xl0 Drag 2 , 0 Lim: ai· lscu f orce r r:s alUE: !S were in goo .J I 
I : ·•t: 
I 
irregular small waves D=6 i n . Eva luated usint, Airy theory negligible agre:cn11:n t. with the ffi\.!8 SU !'t:d values , I 
;.;_ c : .. . 2 .:) 0.068 <H< 0 .)45 ft. deep water approximation·. justifylng the neglect o f drag. S pectra! 
0 , 9 < T < 2 . 0 sec . analysis of t;WO irrei,5ular waves also ga •, t: I 
,,~,, ft Cr.:-2 , 0 . I 
1 
.. '.::::·.s cr: I Laboratory . 11 5 Li nea r sinusoidal Vertical cylinders 1-12 ) . 5xl0 -1. 6xl0 Drag 2 . 0 The: mc:bsure:d for ces bir"i;t:d to Hi t h!rt ;,c,, 
I 
: :.~·; waves Da0 ,25, 0 . 50,0 . 67 ft . negligible of .Lhe f or ce s ca lcu la - '= .,s ing linear Wb 'lf:: 
I Re::" . 2 .:0 I 11.7 < d/H < 65 .6 the ory. A theoreti cal f ormula f e r I 
top 3ft . be l ow scill the ~:a \' f: 
' 
0.4 < d/). < 2 . 5 water level. for ce .,.,as derive d assuming crag was 
negl1 61t,le and ~~ 2 . 0 . I 
, ::e~lce;a r. j Laboratci·y Linear sinusoidal Horizontal cylinders 2-120 4xl03 - )xl0.4 0 .7 - 2 . 2 O. o- 2 . 6 Agre emen t. between t.he ,r.casurec f orces o r. 
!:!.C. standing wave . the cylinders 
i 
and flat pla tes sub- Evaluated from values of u cylinde rs and t hose calcu la t.ed usi ne: 
I ' .:r;:c-nt.cr 0.10 < Um < 0 ,75m/sec . 
m linear theory "xc:e lle:r.t 
i merged under standing given . 1.8- 11. 5 11.1 - 5 , 0 
,.., ave 1N8 S exce:p: 
: :-5>:: 
I 
Um =amplitude of 
wave node . pla ~es near 1~ =15 where t e lar~est differe~ c~ 
?.t'!' . 2 . !l 0 ,5<D<).O in . Present.ed !'unc:tions 
was a uout 20,,; . The ai,51·0:cmcnt for fla 
hor izontal velocity . a s I 
I 
of NK . 
plates was not so good . Phase va r i a ti on 
was cons idered but c,., and G!) on ly dcpa:'teJ I 
I 
significan1.ly from n.'C e n v-al~e:s f or cy~! : .... ·~ !" S I 
near \ .=1 5 . Eddy shcc!di11,!; was r <:lb tee -- I 
I Vb!'iaL! or in CM ana [ ,' b r'".d LO Is!': . I -
.. ::. j S:. ss Straits Small amplitude Vertical cylinder 12-80 2 . 5xl05- 8 . 0xlO? o . Gl CD Wb S ULUlt:d 1.C bt: c.; .- t.:...~'. bfl L ana • t ,Ui .: f,,.:£ -
- I 
1 , 2 
..:: . .:. :.ustra lia sea waves. D=l2,75 in . Eva luated usin p; measured Standard ievi a tion dent: of R a bo ve R =2xlu~ . i-. gcee:r.cn t. I 
' miasured a Rct ::.::-::S.!"d I 2 . 55 < H < 9 . 87 ft; . veloctty a t test s,?ction, 0 . 24 between ce :cJla ted f crc~ ',JG. : 
I 
0 . 22 ' ::-:-- :- ( si,;nifican~ hei,¥1 t) good in the drag domina :<:cl part. of :J\ c ,:!'I. :c 
... c; :". ~ ·-2 4 .)5 < T ( d . 70 
cycle , a nd fair 
I 
sec. i n t.hc: :!.ne r :.. !.a d om!r.<> L•; . 
(dominan t period) part . 
d=7. :?5 ft . Orbit ve l ocity was me:as red . 
i ac test ~\:~tion . 
I currer.t=l fc/sec . 
'!'ABLE 2 . 1 (CONTD . ) 
I I 
..'.. i.;t.!: r I Location 
"Sea - State " Structure ~ R CD CM 
Ht:liabili ty/'du V\! Theo ry 
e 
I 6x103 - 1. 3xl0 'I CM 
and c0 were f ound to dtcptcr.d on th
tc 
::cr~~er- Laboratory Low speed constant Vertical cylinder Not consi
dered 1.0-2.5 0-1.5 
I : ? .... ?, stream oscillated parallel Stream veloci ty Transv
erse oscillat i om 
ve l ocity and direction of the stream a nd I 
~.t:f . 2 . :3 d=lO in . a nd transverse to . value (U
 ) • 1. 0 - 5 , 0 1 0 . 2- 0 . 8 
the a mplituae of oscillation . Dra3 fore" I 
Interact~on 
fD I 
stream Parallel osci llations correlate
d with U (f=frequency) . i, wave I 
D=O . 5, 1.0 in . with oscillation theory usgd , I 
not considered . 
was no t 
:-~='r!s::>~ Labora tory Linear sinusoidal Vertical cylinder 4-25 
2xl03-·104 l . 626:t<l . 4J.4 1 . 5o8.:!",0 . 197 
~easured momen ts and momenr .. s cal:,u l" ted I 
1 C' ::r.!.e:. 
us ing l inear wa ve the:..ry a,. cQns tar1t c, .. 
waves 0 . 01 < D/A.< 0.04 
I: ~!".r.son 0 .1 < d,I>. < 0.5 0 . 2 < 0/H < 0 .8 
and C values derived for i..d': v!.dual wa··ies , I 
agreeH well eye le . :,, an " I 
1 c:.r.::. 4 . 8 < d/H <18.2 
over a wave 
c~:., 
, _c,.aaf 
did not correlate we ll wi th ct/;>.., :JA I 
I : $5) I 
R I e 
I :=-.~ .: ... . 2 . 1, 
' I 
I 
l. 9xl03-7 . 8xl0
3 f orces and f orces 
J,.. ' - r' -n I Laboratory Linear sinusoidal Spheres bottom 1-14 0 . 8 -3. 0 0 .9 -1. 6 
~easured ca lculated t;S .!.r.:::. 
.., .:::i _t; 
on l inear wave theory a nd cor.s tan t C, .. and 2.., 
e r.c waves of water channel. Evalu
ated using maximum orbital va l ues dt r·i ved for i ndiv!.. cuti. : wav·t::s , n~r ;,, t.:.,: I 
1 :-:;:;r!s n 0 . 2 < H < 0 . 4 ft . 0 . 030 < D < G. 125 ft . ve lo
city at, ceutre of sphere . 
' : s::-2 0 . 6 < T < 2 . 2 I 
·well over a wa ve cycle . kl t.t:rr.a. '" .. .!. ·:c 
sec deri vation mt:thods c, .. va:L:.i:S varyir.,: I 
:':e :· . 2 . l5 0 . 9 < d <1.3 ft . 
ga ·1i: 
over lOO;t for the s arr,e wa\·e and "" ') va !.ut. ' 
' 
1 3 4 Result s of exper:mer.: ( c. ) !Joret:d w:!. tn. .. .. ,. I 
I ?- as.pe ' ar.ci Laboratory (a) Structure 
(a) Horizontal (a ) 0 . B- 16.7 7 ,7xl0 - 2.7xl0 (a) 0 .5-2 . c 1. 0 - 2 . 5 
I 
resul t s of Keu l egan ano Carp1.:'1te r (2 . :: . . 
::rec.~ers oscillated in still cylinder and plate 
Evaluated using the cylinder Doubt the of ~·!D!" .!.so:1 • s 
I 
j ! 9'.:~ water. D=0 . 075 
amplitude of oscil~a tion . 3-13 I 1- 4 
',,18 S cas t on use 
m equat:on due c,1 
:1.e :"' . 2 .16 0 . 5 < T < 3 , 0 
plate 
to uncerta :!.. • • t!es in ar.a - I 
sec It was recommended t r.a: ,::odel wave· 'forcE: ::~ I 
! semi - amplitude 
'\ Presented as funct i on s used in design with !-l/'.: :::de pe:-.d.c:-.: 
I O. Ol-0 . 20m of
 ~· 
es 
: 103 - l. 6xl0 4 
parameter . Wave t heory W!,S r.~t cor.s! ...:c:re~ . 
( b} Linear (b) Vertical square . (b} 1-10 (
b) No t considered . I 
I sinusoidal waves. piles . 
I 
I 
O. 43 < T < 0.80 sec 0,.(),025, 0.046;0. 063 m 
i 
0 . 007 < H < 0.075 m I 
I d=0 . 300, 0 . 406 
; 0 . 'i'i", 0 .77'i m I 
i 
5.,; rcce Laboratory Pulse ting water Vertical ~ylinder
s 9 - 230 4xl0
3 -7xl05 0 . 4-7.0 2 . 0 
Assuming a t.:or.~ t...:.ar.t.. •1:, _.," : ·.::. r '"'11 [ 'c:L!L.Cr:·..:. 
• :!.~c9 tunnel 0 . 025 < D< 0
. 3 m from a/D values Instantaneous As 
the sca Ltt!r in c!) . Dr&<'. 'N bS doj~ir:ar. t ; ' a .. res ul ts w"'re on ly good :or orca tt:r· . , .. . I 
~c::· . 2 . 17 
quoted . vaiues at function of about 60 . a/::> was 
··r: 
s!.2;1!.!'!..::=:ir. 1. -1 
maximum force . a/D and R 
Sl:.:JV/!1 LO 
' 
e affect cr~tical R '!ran!;'.'E: C"'!.t: l:!.!'t.. 
r _, ._ . 
I 
0 . 4-l. 7 also c:;ive:n 
e f u~.-:: t..~ c.,r. of &/'., was a s a a :. 
for N > uO eXCtct,ded inline force a·. 
,, 
lo: <: S "'·" '· '-
' I 
I'. A t.heorv 
,. ! 
wav~ wa s not .... -:: -· 
-~ c.: ~ • I Gulf of '.-'.e xico Small ampli cude Vt r tical cylinder 10-20 105- 2x105 0 . 53 1. 47 Mea surtd 
'flB'Jf:: f:>rce I'f::'C.1:'..! - ar .u tr, C!..t:" 
.. -. - sea clampetl above wa te r St.andar·cl dcviuLiOn 
ca l cu!.c1 Lt::d using COrJ :.,jl,U,L'. :!.(;Uf, c,.: c::r . ..! 
,. 
I 
- :- I 
waves. 
:--.c . • 2 .1S 2 < H< 4 ft . wi th other e
nd l oose . =0 . 20 
r·" 
values 01ven showed go:. aircer.:t'r. !.. ; :i:,\.. !'.1!' I 
3 < T"< 5 sec . 0=8 . 625 i n . 
spectral technique was t.SE=tl , w.!.. w1 t~.c c ~' ! 't: t 
wind speed 10-30 mph 
of a current considered ' -:.::£: a na:y~:!..: . --
current 0 . 5-0.7ft/ 
I ert ial fo rc e 'flB!:i a:.o ..... ·. dout.r!.t : r.e: ·r::./ I 
sec . a t surface. 
for ce . 
I 
S t ructural vi ura tier Wb!::. c.se r ve,d C1I.J i allowed for in the ana ~.;sis . 
_ : . .:. 
. :".-::· . .:::. . - .. 
., .:. •,. -. 
I :·.c :· . 2 . 20 
I 
I 
, ~e k! :.a 
l ::.975 
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Labor ator y 
jLaboratory 
"Sea - St.a te" 
l -dimensional s implE 
harm.:>nic flow. 
ampli t.ude=llin . 
T=2 . 86 sec. 
d=20 in • 
1-dimensional 
simple harmonic flow 
T=5 . 272 sec . 
Small amplitude 
regular waves. 
5 < H< 42cm 
0,9 < T < 5 . 0 sec . 




1.5 <>../ d < 6.o 
0 . 01 < H/ )..< 0 . 11 




ext.ended across the 
horizontal limb of 
a U- tube 
1.0 < D< 2,5 in. 
Spheres hung on wires 
in the horizontal 
limb of a u~tube. 
1 12<; < D <, Q?S in . 
Smooth and rough 
horizontal cylinders 
extended across the 
horizontal limb of 
a U-tube , larger 
than that used in 
re f erence 2 . 1.9 . 
2. 0 < D < 6 . 5 in. 
0.001< ~ < 0 . 02 
l /6o scale model of 
jacket s t ructure with 
cross framing , with 
15 conductor tubes 
and with no conductor 
t.ubes , at various 
incidence s to the 
flow. 




Eva luated using the amplitude 




Evaluated using the a mplitude 
of the simple harmonic flow. 
Frequency parameter rli ·= Re a nd· 
NK 
roughness Reynolds number 
UMkr also shown to be -v 
important data 
correlation parameters 
10- 100 103 -3x10
4 
Eva luated using maximum · 
velocity at still water level 
as given by Stokes 5th order 
theory, and the diameter of 
the main column . ,, 
' 
cylinder 
0 . 0 -2.1 I 0 .8 - 2 . 1 
sphe r e 
o . o - o . s I 1 . 0-1. 5 
Presented a~ functions 
of~ -
0 . 5-2 .0 0 .7 -1, 9 
Pre s ented as function s 
of Re ' NK and kr 
o 
o . 6 l.6 
Representa tive of 
whole structure ; 
values smaller when 
conductor tubes 
inc l uded . 
Reliability;",:ave ':'he -:>ry 
Lift forces up t.o l. 5 times drag f or c1: ~tr~ 
measured up to~ values of a oou t 2C . 
Measur ed and calcula ted f orces agrt:t " s -:. 
with in l ~b ; the diffe rence w~s l a r ~t: 5 t ., 
N =12 f or cylinders and bt: tWc t: n !~=l: 
a~d 22 fo r spheres . Ge nc1•a lly a{:'cc rr. o: 11t. 
was exce llent. . 
Very l ittl e data scatter; lift c oefficic'. '- I 
and Str ouhal number also f ound to be 
func t i ons of Re ' NK and k/D. Lift f orce s I 
·can be l a r ge and must be considered :n 1 
design ; S t rouhal number varied bet.we er. 
0 .15 a nd 0 . 45 , Agreement. between meas• rcc 1 
and calcu l ated forces was excellent. e, ,<c t;: ·. I 
between t)< values of a bout 10 and 20 . ·~::o:s e 1 
discrepancies were lar6ely attributed t. o 1:-:.; ;· 
shedd i n6 associated with large lift. f orce_ 
and s e dding of single vortices . 
C and C showed a markedly different. 
c~rre la t ~on with t\ t.o t hat obt.a ined by 
Keulegan and Carpenter ( 2 . 11). Morison' s 
equati on was used in ) -dimensional ve c t or 
form with velcici ty com ponent normal t o t ~-" 
axis of t.he cylinder . 
Current. drag was considered separat.ely . 
Appli ca t.:on of model r e sults to prototy pe 
is unctrta in . 
Agre ement bet.ween mea surea torces a no Rectangular and Drag 1 · 2 - 2 • 2 forces calcu lated us ing line a r wave the ory semi-cylindrical Evaluated usir g maximum orbit negligible Op timum wus 6 000 . Force ir ic r·1:u scd w: th l!/A "'''-
0 2xl03- 2 . 6x10
6 
model "oil storage velocity at ce ntre of object. vi,lue~l.8 J... / d , t,u t c was i nd t: µ,;n .,1 t. of t.ht::.<: tanks" paramett r s .M I D-8 in. 
1 5 , 6 The a c t ual C ana c.; · r ange or vt>1.ue s lc- s= iel:cs Laboratory Linear sinusoidal Vertical cylinder 9 , 2xlO -5 . 0xlO 0 , 6 - 3 , 0 0 . 8 - 2 , 1 varied wi t h r~e metRod s of derivat i on , II e; scaled 1 : 30 or. and irregular D=l m full scale 4 Va lues in irregular which included linear, Stokes 3rd a nd '.;,tr. I ~;;e:7~ ;~~t !'-r.:>ude ' s scale waves full s ca le 5, 6xlo3-3 . OxlO waves conside red to order wa ve theory and s t. r e n: f unction Wb : <: I 
6 -10 
.. , · e· !aw 2 < H< l6 m model scale be higher . theory . Use of CM and CD ob t.a!ned from I i-~~~ :~ - 6 < T < l8 sec. Keulega n and Ca rpenter's ~u rves (2 . 11 ; fr0m I:>.~:-. 2 . 23 d=20 m 
N values resulted in a ma ,:i mum differen ..:·: 1 I full s ca le va lues of 10;(; between measured a nd ea lcula t c I ., l oca 1 f orce s . Severa 1 c,., ,. r;d C1, pair:. ,, L r·: ________ _L ________ _ ____ _______ L ___ _ _ _ ____ ..l_ _ __ :-___ L_ ___ _ _ ___ ...J.... _____ ..L ____ _ ..1.....,,_suh,:::O.:,:wn!..!.....>:t :1-0:..=or_,acc:,d:...,ic,c:...,t:......,t:.,.h:..::e:.....:s:..::&""n'-'°(:'-; -'!'-''::,..:rc..:c:..:e:..-:..• _____ _ _,, 
TABLE 2 .1 (CONTD .) . 




I I 2 . 5x10
6
.:.5 . ox106 
I ';,.'!'?t::f' l t::!" I Gulf of Mexico Hurricane storm Vertical cyli nder 24 - 65 o . 6 1. 2-2. 0 
Measured and caTcula ted rc.ax~r~um l ocal 
I : ~69 Wave Force waves D=). 7 ft . 
Smaller~ Varying 
forc es differed by up to ~ ,t ~n high wa v~!.i . 
I :'.e:' . 2 . 2~ ?reject II 20 < H< 40 ft. 
A linear spectral me::.hod of data a:1e l.y !:~.> 
0 . 4 , at with 
I I 
10 < T < 17 sec. surfa ce 
depth wa s 
used . Effect of curr ents V'l'a S not 
"=00 f'-r-
considered . 
. - . I Pacific coa st )xlO 4 - 9xl05 .Local 1orces , 
I 
"-'=:at: - Storm waves Vertical
 cylinders 8 - 40 0.1 - 5 . 0 0 .1-6 .0 
calcu.1a tea us: :.~o llr.ear- \o.e. ·: ·.: 
=,E; c; :-C of California 5 < H< 20 ft. D=6 . 625 in . Evaluated at ~est 
section Extremes of 
theo,::y and a verage val~es - ~ " and C 
sea tter . • J - -t-: . Q' 
br:C a:. Davenport. 9 < T < 17 sec. 1. 0 , 2 . 0 , 5 . 0 ft. level
s using maximum Airy f, verage 2 . 5 
differed f r om measur.ed : o r ces -Y up ..., ..., 
I .. - r. 45 < d < 50 ft. 
about 100}~ . The lar;;e 
··· - ""'. 
with test section orbital veloci t y . about given 
seat. :t r was 
: ;-57 
a s 
wind waves super- at various depths . 0 . 5- 0 . ? 5
at mean value 
attributed t o roughness , :ur-b1.1 l ence , w!r. ,..:. 
~c : .. . 2.25 imposed on the 
of a 
wa ves and shallow wa ter er': .. ects . :':ffe C'.. o!" 
' 
swell. 
Re=5xl0 , a current was not considerec. . Structur,,: 
I 
~ 
. increasing Gaussian vi bra tion , wh ich 
to 1.0 and distribu -
reaulted :!. r. fa t:!.gue f'a __ L!~·c ,. 
I I 
above a t tion . 
was obse r ved . 
I 
I 






.,:!.ls.::n Julf of Mexico Confused sea of two Vertica l cylinder 5- 15 
(a) 0 . 32 1. 53 
Large sea tte r in CD ar.d c., values fr om 
>:c:; wave trains. suspended in the 
Current not consider·ed 
diffe r ent wave force r eco"r'd analyses ; I 
:".e :·. 2 . 26 Observed Hand T. water 
(b) o . 6o I 1.5 correla tion be tween ea lcu le ted and 
I 3 < H< 8 ft . D=2 . 5 ft . 
Current considered 
mea sured force varied fror:i poor to very 
! 
5 < T < 8 sec. ( c ) 2 . 75 I 1.36 
good for individual recoras . ,l. -.!.near 
I 
d=38 ft . 
Current considered 
spectral method of de tEi cir.a: vsis wa s used . 
I wind speed - 18 kt. 
a.nd phase corre ct.ion CD 
valu-,s were sirn!.i' !.ca n ~!.y affected uy 
current 0 . 55 ft/sec 
between force and 
curren t; CM a ppeared : o :.e una ffec::.ed c; 
I at surf ace 
wave record i ncluded 
the current . Struc tural v!.::,rat. i ::>n , wh!. ~!1 
(d) 1 .19 I 1.53 resul ted in fatigue 
fa i :ure , was observ -,c . 
I 
Best re sults from ' 
I I I (b} 
and ( c) averaged . 
Summa ry of su,;gested values of CM~CD, as f'\Jnctions of He a nd !II . , derived t'rom tile 11 tereture f or smoo Lh , verti cal , ,nu·t'a cc p1o,rc11 ,c:1 
~, t !,i----------r---r-----------r--r---------------, 
n- '35 I /2~ l.2 CM :Dl,5 . o .6~:% CM= l. 5 CD= o . 6 -1 Inertia f orce is. small, thus any Iner tia force is small , thus any error in CM wi ll 
error i n CM will not be significant,:% not be significant, Total wa ve f orces shou~d be 
., ~ , Published values exhibit wide calculated to within an a ccuracy of 20%; errors 
iS.,, g-
3 
I I ~ s catter; errors i n total and l ocal ~ in l ocal wave for ce s grea te r than 50~ are 
calculated wave f orces grea ter possible . 





..... ,.. .... 
0 
"' ...., 
Local and total wave 
forces should be ~ l.2 CD 0,6 :% . 
ca lculated to within 
an accuracy of 10-;l: , ~ CM = l.5 :% Data available is sparse aud errors in calculated 
except near~= 15, wave forces are not really known but could be 
where the error may be Published values exhibit wide greater than the case for large (H/D) at these R ; 
15 large, ~ scatter; errors in total and local ~ that is error in calcu lated t otal force could bee 











es , greater :%. greater than 20% a nd error i n calcu lated local 
vv~ force could be appreciably greater t ha n 50% , 
Box 5 I 2 .11 . 2.13. 2.1, .2.1, .2.1, 2.1. 2. 2. 2 .5.2. lJl .2. 20.2.25.2.2, 2 . 1. 2 . 5.2. 25 . 2 . 2, 
"5////////////////////////////// 








--- 'subcriti cal' regime~ 10
5 
+---------' aritical ' regime +-- ----1-0- --' postcritical' r egime----------10 
It si.ould be noted that: -
( 1 ) 
(11) 
( p ! ' 
{iv) 
( v) 
2 The S., and CD values suggested apply to i sola ted , smooth cylinders in dee p wa ter (( d/ gT ) > 0 . 003) . 
roughness, orientation , slamming , interaction with other membe rs and other effects dis cussed in the 
No allowance has been made fo r the interactive effects of currents and wave s . {see section 2 . 6 .7) 
No allowance has been made ·for 
text in section 2 . 6 . 
'!lie CM a nd c
0 
values suggested and their relia bility_ estimates are subj ~ctive , but are ba sed on literature r eferences given i n 
the bottom right hand corner of each 'box', a nd on the discussi on i n the text i n ~~cLion 2 . 5 as shown by the number in the bot tom 
left hand corner of each 'box'. 
The CM and CD values suggested ha ve been determined solely on the basis of re fer~nces cited. 
The values of R and N,, specifying the various ' boxes ' are not well defined o,xperimen ta lly, They are simply 
convenience in tile prElsenta tion of the data but are ba sed upon the literature appraisal, (see section 2 . 4) 
chosen for 
The CM and CD 
sec tion 2 .7) , 
Re and~ are 
values suggested should be used wi th a wav ~ theory appropriate t o the environmental conditions con side r ed . ( See 
It is suggested that the chos"n wave theory be used to evaluate Re and NK , Approximate values of t h~· parameters 
adequate for using this figure. 
R 
e 
1 · 2 
· 1 ·0 
T -8 0·8 
r z 
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SUBCRIT I CAL '"--r CRITICAL-,--<--SUPERCRlTI CAL ----l.iill~____;POSTCR1T'CAL REGIME --.,,,,,.....- REGIME · --.ii: ·REGIME REG '.'v:~ -----.......... 
10 5 10 6 
REYNOLDS NLJMBER (Re)~ 
10 7 
Fig. (2·2) The variation of drag -coefficient with Reynolds number 
for a smooth cylinder in ·steady uniform flow 
f igure 2 · 3 
Suggested values of CM and c0 at subcritical Re from 
Keulegan and Carp12nter (Ref.2•11), for th i w~ve fore nor rr.a l 
to th<Z ax is of a smooth cylindLr. ( s·a al so figure 2 · I) 
3.0,------------,-------~---------,--------.--

















0 25 so 7 5 "100 
I 
figure 2 · L. . Comparison between Airy I ineor wove th eory and Stoke sth-or·cJer 
wove theory of horizontal component of orbital veto.ci ty u, under 
a wave crest, and horizontal component of orbi tat acce lera t i n 
u,Tf /2 ~n advance of the cre st, showing th t.• variation with der,th 
below the wave surface. 
. . I 




d = 500 ft. 
H= 100ft. 
T = 15 sec. 
















10 ·u 20 
--Acceleration - - Velocity - --











T = 15 sec. 
20 u 30 
d = 300 ft. 
H= 60ft 
T = 12 sec. 
200 200 
--Acceleration - - Velocity - -
u 10 
-- - - Airy linear wave th eory 
100 
u 10 
d = 150 ft-. 
H=50ft. 
T =·10 sec. 
20 u 
- --- - - - --Stok es 5th ord er wave th eory 
TA HU•: 3. 1 
srn.r1.<; PU BLISHED DOCUMEN'l'ATI O j OF DIF'l•'R A.C'l'I ON A fALYS I S 
AND ITS APPLICA.'rIONS 
a ) FINI TE ELEl,Lt; ; :r[' MODELLI NG PROCR/IJ,tS 
AUTHORS 
Bai , K. J . and 
eung , R.W . 
hen , H. S . and 
Mei, C. C. 
Faltinsen , O. and 
ichelsen, F.C. 
,arri so n, C.J. 
Hogben, N. and 
tanding, R.G. 
ebreto n, J.C. and 
or rnau 1 t , P. 
H. 
• 


















3.13 General F and M Yes 
3.16 General F and M Yes 
1.7 and General F and M 
1. 8 
3.12 General F and M 
3.17 Any 2-dimensiona F 
section* 
J.18 General F Yes 













open s ea 
Box shaped 
surface ves sels 
Floating spheres 
and discs,s L:uare 
section caisson 
and legs 
Vertical columns , 
gravity type 


















'J 'AHl,I·: j . 1 ( c11n li nt, •rl ) 
>) :;ALY'L'[C L ,\}:' l'HOl i - Sl lr'PLl':/,i.:·.li'L' '1'0 'lAHU,;~; J U Hl·'.l•'l:.fil-tfCI.~ j . 1· 
A very extensive catalogue of paper~ on theoreti cal diffracti on ana lysis 
wit h special r eference to floating platforms is given by St Deni in reference 3. 19 . 
The ta ble be l ow is a supplement lis ting some papers which ar e no inclutletl in the 
r ef-:r' t) nce but have par t icular practical r elevance t o offshore stntctur <.!· · . · 
AUTHORS 
Black , J . L . 
Black, J . L . , 
Mei, C. C. and 
Bray, ,~ . C. G. 
Chakrabart i, S . K. · 







CLASS OF BODY 
Vertical 



























rectangul ar and 


















Havel ock , T. H. 
Kokkinowrachos , K. 
and Wilckens , H. 
MacCamy , R. C. 
and Fuchs , R.A. 
Milgram , J. H. and 
Halkyard , J.E. 
Ohkur: u , M. 










in long waves 
Vertical circular 




Vertical F and M 
axisymmetric 
bodies 







Multiple vertical F and M 
or hori. ?.o nta.l 
















cylinder at op 
nphcre 
Mu l tip l e V d i-
c a 1 anr1 
ho!' i. zo nt al 
circul:ic· 
cyli.n1l,: c :; 
- - -- ·-- - ---- -- - - - ---- .. -~ -· ----_.,_______ -
'L' i\ HI .f•: 3 . ?. 
- - - - -------~---- ---~---- - ------------------------
Al I r1Ul/:; 
I , L . 
r ,:r tJn et al 
ha~:rabarti. , S . K. 
'hakrabar t i, S . K. 
and Tam , W.A. 
a llinscn , O. and 
i chelsen, F. C. 
et a l 
ran , S . 
ogb n , N. and 
tandi. ng , R. G. 
J . C. and 
P. 
an Oor tmerssen 
RJ,:n,: rt~:: ;r. i·: 
f1 fr:! i>ll·'H:j 














Squa [·e sec ti on col umn on pyrarn i.d a l b2., ·e . Incluh,; Ll 
detail ed comparisuns wi th measur ed pressure distribu-
t i ons 
Bell shaped st or age t ank . Comparison with preli mi.nary 
f u ll scale pre sure mea sureme nts 
Theory compared wi t h experi mental r esul t s f or range of 
shapes a ssembled from other published wor k a s follows 
SHAPE AUTHORS REFERENCE 
Hemi spher e Garr i s on and Snider 3. 29 
Sphere O' Brien and ~oriso n 3. 30 
Hor i zo ntal ha l f · Shank and Her bi ch 3. 31 
cyl inder 
Hori zontal cylinder 
Rectangul ar block 
Rectangular block 
Verti ca l cylinder 
Schi ll er 
Brater McNown and 
St air 






Surface piercing vertical cyl inder . Includes compari -
son with measured pressure distribut i ons 
Box shaped fl oating vessel s . Compari sons with 
measured forces ( including drift f orces ) and moti ons 
Heave and pitch motions of a disc buoy 
Model of gravity platform (C onde ep) 
Theory for truncated vertical cylinder compared with 
model r esults f or gravi ty platform base (C ondeep ) 
Circular and square section columns of varying hei ght 
Vertical circular cylinders of varying height 
Square secti on column on pyramidal base . Some 
pres sure measurements included . 
CI F1 Llll AR 
S?OTS OE~ OT E t..1 E , S L ~ f U E.tofS U'S ! ~ G 5TR 4 1N ~ .1. u•, f 
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0 · 11 
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a h/d - 0 ·7 
KOR.II O NTA. L FORC E VEA TICAL FORC E MO v E-.r 
COM PUTED 
CO M PU TED \· ~ ,, ,;;M•' ~~ / ,,, f 9Mot ! ' 2 1 a • .. . ~ .. 
.o o s I<) l·S 0 0-S 1·0 , .. a 01 1-0 l·S •• •• •• b h /d - 0 · 8 
HORI ZO NTAL FQqCE VERTIC AL FORC E M OMENT 
CO t.AP UTE !J 
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.. ~ 
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Fi ,D;U r 1: 3. 1 Co '.Tl p ;:i r l 3o n of Co '.l1 put cd and 1". ·);} 3Urc d For c e.'.! and :-1 or:i ent3 on 
a S~ d f! ~ o f Circu l a r anr1 S11 u1 rc Si::! ct i on Co l1 111n3 with V;iri o w1 
Ro tl o ::; o f Hc l?;ht ' h t o ',/ a t <! r· Depth ' d I ( Fr orn H,; f c r c nc e 1 • ·r > • 
Design Wave 
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Sea Bed 
figure 3,2 Sa~ple Medellin~ bf a Gravity Structure (fro~ SIA lea flet 
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SZECHFNYI (4.10) :.:--~""'",_,,..t-~--~~ 
~~_p~/~,! . i 
---- ---- I I ---- ,~ RANGE OF \IN SERV ICE' MARINE 
ROUGHNESS 
10 6 <Re< 6 X 106-+5X10 5 <Re<+ 5 X 10 4 < Re< 6 X 106 
6 X 106 
10-J 
RELATIVE ROUGH NESS ( kr/o)-
Fig. (4 .2) Orag of rough cylinders at high Reynolds numbers 
10 -: 
ES1::.::ATION OF FLUID 
LOA~~ NG ON OFFSHORE 
s~::ru CTURES 
KYiI - --
